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Abstract

We are witnessing an unprecedented growth of interest in social media enabling
people to achieve a near real-time information awareness. Several online network-
ing sites (e.g. Facebook), micro-bloging applications (e.g. Twitter) and Social
news (e.g. Digg) produce on a daily basis vast amounts of User-Generated Content
(UGC) under the form of textual posts related to a wide variety of real-world news
(personal, political, commercial, etc.). The automated analysis of such social text
streams has already created scienti�c and business value. Several machine learn-
ing clustering methods have been proposed in this respect during the last years.
However, there is still no commonly used methodology for statistical analysis of
textual content produced in social media that take into account the peculiarities
of social text stream. For instance, Twitter is overwhelmed by low quality posts
(ungrammatical, spam etc), having a great impact on the size of the extracted vo-
cabulary. Furthermore, the users' posts are heterogeneous and noisy ranging from
personal stories to breaking news a�ecting the number and utility of recognized
clusters. Also, posts are characterized by a non-stationary data distribution of a
highly evolving behaviour that may causes evolution of the shape, centroid and den-
sity of the clusters. In this thesis, motivated by the aforementioned observations
and the poor quality results of some well-known clustering algorithms we are inter-
ested in understanding which of the peculiarities of social text streams exhibited in
reality a�ect the evolving behaviour of clusters automatically detected by various
kinds of machine learning algorithms. In particular, within the scope of our dataset
we have evidence that the clusters' centroid of a topic move in a multi-dimensional
space indicating a shift of topic's interest discussed over time. Furthermore, the
clusters' shape also changes over time indicating the users' opinion convergence
or discrepancy. Based on such methodological framework, we plan to illustrate
the weakness of several clustering algorithms proposed in the literature in order to
adjust the analysed clusters to the peculiarities of social text streams and �nally
improve their clustering quality.





PerÐlhyh

Ginìmaste m�rturec miac aprìsmenhc aÔxhshc tou endiafèrontoc sta koinwnik� mèsa
pou epitrèpei stouc qr stec na epitÔqoun mia sqedìn pragmatikoÔ qrìnou enhmèrw-

sh. Arketèc selÐdec koinwnik c diktÔwshc (p.q. Facebook), istolìgia (p.q. Twit-
ter) kai koinwnik� mèsa enhmèrwshc (p.q. Digg) par�goun se kajhmerin  b�sh me-
g�lo ìgko apì perieqìmeno proerqìmeno apì ton qr sth upì thn morf  keimènou
mhnum�twn, sqetizìmena me èna eurÔ f�sma eid sewn tou pragmatikoÔ kìsmou (pro-
swpikèc, politikèc, emporikèc ktl). H automatopoihmènh an�lush tètoiou eÐdouc
koinwnik¸n ro¸n keimènou èqei  dh dhmiourg sei episthmonik  kai emporik  axÐa.
Arketèc mèjodoi sustadopoÐhshc mhqanik c m�jhshc èqoun protajeÐ sto plaÐsio
autì ta teleutaÐa qrìnia. Wstìso, den up�rqei akìmh mia koin¸c qrhsimopoioÔmenh
mejodologÐa gia th statistik  an�lush tou keimenikoÔ perieqomènou pou par�ge-
tai sta koinwnik� mèsa enhmèrwshc h opoÐa na lamb�nei upìyh tic idiomorfÐec twn
koinwnik¸n ro¸n keimènou. Gia par�deigma, to Twitter kataklÔzetai apì mhnÔmata
qamhl c poiìthtac (sìloikh sÔntaxh, anepijÔmhta ktl), prokal¸ntac shmantikì an-
tÐktupo sto exaqjèn lexilìgio kai sthn anapar�stash thc b�runshc tou. Epiplèon,
ta mhnÔmata twn qrhst¸n eÐnai eterogen  kai jorub¸dh kumainìmena apì proswpikèc
istorÐec mèqri èktaktec eid seic, ephre�zontac to pl joc kai thn wfelimìthta twn
sust�dwn. Ta mhnÔmata qarakthrÐzontai apì mia mh statik  katanom  dedomènwn
exairetik� exelissìmenhc sumperifor�c pou pijanìn prokaleÐ exèlixh sto sq ma,
to kentroeidèc kai thn puknìthta twn sust�dwn. Sthn paroÔsa diatrib  parakino-
Ômenoi apì tic proanaferjeÐsec parathr seic kai ta peniqr� apotelèsmata merik¸n
gnwst¸n algorÐjmwn sustadopoÐhshc endiaferìmaste na katano soume poÐec apì tic
idiomorfÐec twn koinwnik¸n ro¸n keimènou pou up�rqoun sthn pragmatikìthta eph-
re�zoun thn exèlixh thc sumperifor�c twn sust�dwn oi opoÐec entopÐzontai autìmata
apì di�fora eÐdh algorÐjmwn mhqanik c m�jhshc. Eidikìtera, entìc tou pedÐou twn
dedomènwn mac èqoume endeÐxeic ìti to kentroeidèc thc sust�dac enìc jèmatoc kine-
Ðtai mèsa se èna poludi�stato q¸ro upodeiknÔontac mia metatìpish tou jematikoÔ
endiafèrontoc pou suzhtiètai sthn p�rodo tou qrìnou. Epiplèon, to sq ma twn
sust�dwn epÐshc all�zei me thn p�rodo tou qrìnou upodeiknÔontac th sÔgklish  
apìklish twn apìyewn twn qrhst¸n. Basizìmenoi se autì to mejodologikì plaÐsio,
skopeÔoume na skiagraf soume tic adunamÐec arket¸n algorÐjmwn sustadopoÐhshc,
pou prot�jhkan sth bibliografÐa, na prosarmìsoun tic analuìmenec sust�dec stic
idiomorfÐec twn koinwnik¸n ro¸n keimènou kai en tèlei na belti¸soun thn poiìthta
sustadopoÐhshc touc.





EuqaristÐec

H paroÔsa metaptuqiak  ergasÐa de ja mporoÔse na oloklhrwjeÐ qwrÐc th sum-
bol  tou epìpth kajhght  mou k. QristofÐdh B. kai twn sunepiblèpontwn kajhgh-
t¸n k. KotzÐno D. kai k. TsamardÐno I.

Arqik�, euqarist¸ jerm� ton k. QristofÐdh gia thn episthmonik  topojèthsh
tou apènanti sthn paroÔsa melèth, to polÔ kalì klÐma sunergasÐac pou anèptuxe
kaj¸c kai thn upost rixh tou se k�je prosp�jeia mou epideiknÔontac p�nta ènan
exaÐreto qarakt ra.

Ton k KotzÐno gia thn kajod ghsh tou, thn yÔqraimh kai diaug  antimet¸pish
ìlwn twn epimèrouc zhthm�twn, kaj¸c kai gia to endiafèron tou kajìlh th di�rkeia
thc ergasÐac diakrÐnontac ton p�nta exairetik  eugèneia kai amesìthta.

Ton k TsamardÐno gia th sumbol  tou sth statistik  an�lush twn dedomènwn,
tic kajoristikèc paremb�seic tou, th suneisfor� tou se k�je f�sh aut c thc melèthc
p�ntote me meg�lo enjousiasmì kai filìdoxh optik .

Kaj¸c oi euqaristÐec den arèsoun ston Andrèa, ja tou upenjumÐsw mìno to
pìso polÔtimoc eÐnai sth zw  mou. De ja xeq�sw tic ateleÐwtec suzht seic mac,
thn upomon  kai thn katanìhsh tou se ìlec tic stigmèc tou paralogismoÔ mou all�
kai thn ag�ph pou mou èdwse ìla aut� ta qrìnia. O Andrèac apoteleÐ to katafÔgio
mou kai oi aretèc tou qarakt ra tou eÐnai h kinht ria dÔnamh gia na gÐnomai kalÔterh.

Euqarist¸ touc paidikoÔc mou fÐlouc M�njo, Manìlh kai QristÐna pou eÐqan
p�nta mia anoiqt  agkali� na me filoxen sei sthn ìpoia apogo teush twn teleutaÐwn
qrìnwn. De mpor¸ na fantast¸ th zw  mou qwrÐc autoÔc, kaj¸c omorfaÐnoun kai
dÐnoun nìhma stic mikrèc mac stigmèc.

Euqarist¸ ta korÐtsia D mhtra, Eir nh, MaÐrh kai Nèlh gia thn kajhmerinìthta
pou moirast kame, tic koinèc anhsuqÐec, ta mellontik� sqèdia pou shm�deyan ta
foithtik� mac qrìnia kai apotèlesan thn aform  miac dunat c filÐac.

Tèloc, de mpor¸ na paraleÐyw touc goneÐc mou K�tia, Gi�nnh gia thn ag�ph kai
thn enj�rrunsh touc se ìla ta qrìnia twn spoud¸n mou, to NÐko kai thn ananti-
kat�stath aderf  mou Fwtein  pou me mia thc koubènta mporeÐ na aplopoi sei ìsa
sto dikì mou mualì fant�zoun sÔnjeta.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During the last decades we witnessed of a continuously increasing rate of publish-
ing data on the web. The o�cial news sites as well as the social media have a
great contribution on data sharing. The ease of publishing, searching and access-
ing information on the web encourages the individual users to communicate their
content with the web society. In addition, the social media made the distribution
of User-Generated Content (UGC) more interactive and valuable. Users are able
not only to post their opinion, but to comment on others' people text. Each posted
text is enriched with meta-data revealing the identity of the author, the location
or posting time etc.

Online networking sites (e.g. Facebook), micro-bloging applications (e.g. Twit-
ter) and Social news (e.g. Digg), apart from boosting the web usage by individuals,
also produce on a daily basis vast amount of UGC related to a wide variety of real-
world news (personal, political, commercial etc). The real-time communication is
not only a privilege or a right, but also a tool in critical historical moments. It is
worth mentioning that during the events in Libya (17 February 2011 � 23 October
2011) two revolutions took place. The �rst was given in the streets of Libya and
the second in the virtual community of Twitter. Both of them claimed and marked
the beginning of a new era in the political development of the local society, as well
as in the characterization of the social networks as fertile sources of news. Twitter
was ahead of news-wire, spreading the news and public opinion to the o�cial news
media. The textual information and the attached meta-data make the need of
processing the upcoming information imperative and challenging.

The massive stream of digital text has attracted the attention of marketers,
politicians and scientists and leads to the need of automated analysis. By analysing
the stream of communications in an unmediated way many scientists are having
direct access to people's opinions and observations for the �rst time.

Several machine learning clustering methods have been proposed in this respect
during the last years. However, there is still no commonly used methodology
for statistical analysis of textual content produced in social media that take into
account the peculiarities of social text streams exhibited in reality.

1
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For instance, Twitter posts are short texts of up to 140 characters with lots of
spam and low quality text. Those characteristics a�ect the extracted vocabulary
and its weighting representation. Furthermore, the content of Twitter posts is
heterogeneous and noisy ranging from breaking news to personal stories a�ecting
the number and utility of the recognised clusters. Finally, tweets are highly evolving
characterized by a non-stationary data distribution and clusters of varying volume,
shape and density.

1.1 Motivation

Towards the �rst steps of this thesis we performed an experimental study utilizing
several traditional algorithms proposed in literature (e.g. k-means, hierarchical), as
well as some more sophisticated methods for stream-oriented data (e.g. TStream)
in order to understand if the existed algorithms can be adapted to the peculiarities
of the social text stream already mentioned.

Our set of experiments is applied over three di�erent samples capturing various
aspects of the social stream nature. The �rst sample consists of topics occurring
sequentially over time collected from Twitter under the tags 'Libya' and 'champi-
ons league'. The second sample is collected around the bursty days of the topics
'�otilla', 'Libya' and 'champions league', while the last one encompasses topics hap-
pening simultaneously in time ('Libya', 'champions league' and 'Japan'). A detailed
discussion of the samples can be found in Chapter 5.

The experimental results for the k-means algorithm [1], performed under ten
repetitions, reveals a poor clustering quality. The Table 1.1 depicts the top �ve
words of each cluster for the pre-de�ned k value of every sample. The algorithm
fails to distinguish the di�erent topics resulting in misclassi�ed tweets and many
clusters of the same topic area. Also, it appears weak in capturing the heterogeneity
of topics existing in the samples although it has the knowledge of the whole dataset
a-priori as well as the number of the expected clusters. The low performance arises
questions on the scalability of the algorithm in real stream conditions.

The second set of experiments is performed using hierarchical clustering and
we pre-de�ne the maximum number of clusters to be kept in the hierarchical tree.
Table 1.2 also illustrates the top �ve words per cluster and the average precision
score of the clustering procedure. For all the samples, the algorithm creates one
cluster containing the entire dataset and one or two other clusters of just one
misclassi�ed tweet. In particular, the hierarchies of the clusters do not capture the
evolving behaviour of the various topics but compose di�erent topics in one �nal
cluster.

To illustrate the behaviour of each algorithm we can imagine tweets as colour-
ful messages where messages of the same color are grouped together. The k-means
algorithm, depicted in Figure 1.1(a), creates clusters with the same prevailing topic
but having misclassi�ed several messages. On the other hand, hierarchical algo-
rithm (Figure 1.1(b)) clusters almost the entire dataset in one only group and
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Cluster I Cluster II Cluster III Avg. Preci-
sion / NMI

Sample I

mad libyan
libyan gadda�crim 48.75% /
gadda�crim arab 0.17%

(k=2) tripolitan aljazeer
lif tripolitan

Sample II

tripolitan libyan leav
gadhaf mad championsleagu 66.48% /
aljazeer arab �r 51.17%

(k=3) arab million bas
head aljazeer upd

Sample III

japan libyan mad
east mad japan 64.76% /
tumblr alread east 56.48%

(k=3) du japan tumblr
nuk arab nuk

Table 1.1: K-means quality results & top words per cluster

Cluster I Cluster II Cluster III Avg. Preci-
sion / NMI

Sample I

mad libyan
gadda�crim mad 32.57% /
tripolitan gadda�crim 0.013%

(k=2) odysse aljazeer
warn arab

Sample II

win arab libyan
foreign missl leav 29.62% /
tripolitan warn mad 0.042%

(k=3) author libyan arab
friens head championsleagu

Sample III

libyan libyan japan
mad tumblr libyan 24.57% /
japan nuk mad 0.16%

(k=3) east person east
tumblr pleas tumblr

Table 1.2: Hierarchical quality results & top words per cluster

creates further clusters, one or two depending on the sample, consisting of just a
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single tweet.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the clustering algorithms' behaviour

The third algorithm TStream [2] also belongs to the category of hierarchical
algorithms that uses sliding windows to deal with the stream. It organizes the
stream into two-level hierarchy of broad topics and more speci�c subtopics. We
performed our experiments using the implementation of the algorithm provided by
the authors. In order to obtain comparable results with the previous algorithms
we set the size of the window equals with the size of the sample.

1.2 Problem Statement & Contributions

We are focusing on the clustering of tweets based on their textual content since it
is the most informative part of social messages and the #tags under which they
are posted to index them in high-level thematic categories. Compared to these
categories, the detected clusters are expected to capture more �ne-grained topics
(i.e. sub-topics) of the conversation conducted in a social stream. To this end, we
use two state-of-the-art clustering algorithms, namely k-means [1] and TStream [2],
over a sample of 10000 tweets from our workbench which cover three thematically
independent #tags occurring simultaneously in time with much di�erent arrival
rates and volumes. These algorithms aim to partition incoming tweets to a �xed
number k of (sub-)topics. As we will see in the sequel the best possible k w.r.t.
the resulting clustering quality strongly depends on the calibration parameters of
the two algorithms for our sample dataset. As quality criterion we have chosen
the conditional entropy [3] of the #tag of a tweet given its cluster H(Tag | C)
with the following reasoning: a low H(Tag | C) implies that knowing the cluster
of a tweet, there is little uncertainty about its #tag. Thus, this metric does not
penalize for a clustering that partition the tweets published under the same #tag
to several clusters, corresponding to multiple sub-topics, but penalizes only when
tweets from di�erent #tags are placed in the same cluster.

K-means is based on an iterative partitioning of the input points into k clus-
ters, in the aim to minimize the sum, over all clusters, of the within-cluster sums
of point to cluster centroid distances. To estimate the number of clusters resulting
to a minimal entropy, we evaluated the algorithm for several k-values carrying out
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Av. Pre-
cision /
NMI

Cluster I Sub-
clusters

Cluster
II

Sub-
clusters

Cluster
III

Sub-
clusters

rt rt tripoli tripoli
u al rt rt
oil libia people protesters
s protesters now gada�
sanctioned egypt reports people

I protesters u libyan rt
50%/ libia oil more now
1.6% obama s rights people

egypt sanctioned protesters tripoli
al rt egypt libyan

french french benghazi action u u
military �rst rt military s s
�re operation action going missiles war
jet �re forces forces rt prepare
plane rt news rt obama against

II rt jet over benghazi prepare missiles
33.4%/ vehicle over world rt war now
5.3% �rst �y going short against u

targets french tripoli news launch s
operation �ghter now nabbous cruis launch

nuclear tsunami 01 11 libya earthquake
rt today quake live earthquake tsunami
plant died up lost pray rt
libya satoshi victims 12 rt donated
tsunami creator retweet pleas tsunami help

III news libya give 01 go libya
46.3%/ tripoli nuclear rt quake help pray
3.3% today rt more up u rt

died plant donated victims out people
now news retweet people u

Table 1.3: TStream quality results & top words per cluster

20 iterations over our sample dataset. Since the within-cluster distance is a�ected
both by the employed weighting scheme (WS) of terms and the similarity metric,
in Figure 1.2(a) we report several alternative choices, among which tf · idf21 and

1tf · idf2 di�erentiates from the well-known tf · idf weighting scheme only in the �rst factor
tf that refers to the word's frequency occurrence in the entire corpus instead of the single tweet.
Some related works [4] use df · idf WS instead, where df counts the number of tweets containing
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cosine similarity [5] exhibit for our dataset the best possible clustering quality (i.e.
the lowest entropy). K-means fails to detect clusters for the #tag with the smaller
number of tweets that it just constitutes the 0.03% of the total dataset. It worth
mentioning that in this experiment the entropy does not monotonically drop as
the number of clusters increases. That is due to the way entropy is computed: it
is the estimated rather than the true entropy since the true probabilities of the
population distribution are unknown. Furthermore, k-means is a heuristic algo-
rithm which does not guarantee an optimal clustering. As a result in the estimated
entropy calculations a variance is introduced that increases with k, causing sta-
tistical �uctuations. K-means quality is substantially a�ected by the number of
dimensions of the Feature Space (FS) employed to compute the distance of points.
The entropy reported in Figure 1.2(a) has been computed for a constant FS with
the 500 most frequent occurring terms in the entire sample dataset after ignoring
stopwords. Since the vocabulary of tweets actually evolves over time along with
the drift in user conversations, we need to dynamically adjust not only the number
of detected clusters but also the FS on which they are computed.
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Figure 1.2: Entropy for k-means & TStream algorithms

To this end, Figure 1.2(b) depicts the entropy (y-axis) when k-means is inde-
pendently executed on consecutive, non-overlapping time-windows with 2000 tweets
each (x-axis) by exploring an adjustable FS with the most frequent 500 terms oc-
curring in each window2. For all possible combinations of terms' weighting schemes
and similarity metrics we report above the four curves the number of clusters for
which the smallest estimated entropy is observed in each window. The �uctuation
of entropy for the two tf · idf curves is more important than for tf · idf2 while the
absolute entropy values computed in the last window of 2000 tweets are very close
to (vs. considerably diverge from) the values of the latter (vs. former) computed
in the entire dataset of 10000 tweets (see Figure 1.2(a)). Note that in windows 3,

a word. However multiple appearances of the same word in a tweet are rare making the two WS
similar.

2We observed that increasing the dimensions over 500 has no signi�cant bene�t to clustering,
while fewer than 500 dimensions result to too many zero weighting vectors.
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4 tf · idf2 curves seem to be also resistant to bursty arrival of tweets (from #tag
Japan). It should be however stressed that k-means produces un-nested and non-
overlapping spherical clusters without any information regarding the relationship
among them. In addition the independent execution of k-means in each window
completely forgets past tweets in previous ones making di�cult to understand the
evolving shape and density of the detected clusters across windows.

For this reason we have additionally considered the hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm TStream, which detects spherical clusters of high-similarity (i.e. sub-topics)
nested within wider ones (i.e. topics). In order to update such a two-level clus-
ters hierarchy when a number of novel data is detected, TStream periodically re-
organizes either the �rst or the second level of clusters by recomputing their FS
based on the new collection and the memory of the W latest data (tf · idf2 weight-
ing 3). Table 1.4 presents a high number of parameters that need to be initialized
in advance for the TStream algorithm. A �rst e�ort towards the parameters cal-
ibration has been made based on the analysis of Section ?? and the knowledge
of k-means results. The global and local container (GC/LC) has been set to 600
since this number of novel tweets has been proven statistically signi�cant in our
dataset (see Section ??) to trigger a �rst or second level re-clustering (i.e. topic
evolution). The GC cosine similarity threshold was set to the average similarity of
k-means clusters (cosine, tf · idf2) containing tweets with the same #tag for which
the lowest entropy (k = 30) is exhibited while the LC similarity threshold was
de�ned as the minimum cosine metric detected in the clusters. The number of the
latest tweets (W) considered in case of re-clustering was empirically set to the size
of two windows. The kglobal parameter refers to the number of the �rst-level clus-
ters capturing distinct #tags, whereas localk de�nes the number of second-level
clusters where at least two sub-topics were detected by k-means for each #tag. We
used 2000 tweets as the initialization step (initialDocNo) of the algorithm and
tumbling windows (Wsz) of the same size. The dimensions of clusters' centroid
(centroidSz) as well as the size of the input word vectors (WordSz) were set to
500.

Table 1.4: Parameters of TStream algorithm
global σ
(GC)

local σ (LC) global δ
(GSim)

local δ
(LSim)

W WSz

600 600 0.52 0.7 2 2000

global k local k initialDocNo centroidSz WordSz

2 [2, 5] 2000 500 500

Figure 1.2(c) depicts the entropy for the top-level clusters detected by TStream
for various values of localk. The entropy of TStream clustering appear to be in
most cases at least one order of magnitude higher than k-means. Unlike Figure
1.2(b), where the x-axis refers to sequential �x-sized windows, in Figure 1.2(c) the

3For consistency reasons, we changed the tf · idf WS used by TStream into tf · idf2.
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x-axis refers to the relative time points in which di�erent volumes of tweets are
clustered. Thus, the various curves of the entropy are not directly comparable. We
can observe downward or upward trends in the entropy caused by the global, local
or no re-clustering decisions of TStream depending on the actual parameters' value
and the tweets of each time window. For instance, for localk=2 no re-clusterings
are performed as there are not enough novel tweets above the novelty thresholds
(GC/LC) to trigger such process. Since neither the global nor the local hierarchy
is re-organized, the new incoming tweets are clustered into the already existing
clusters and thus the curve (localk=2) shows the entropy at the time points where
a new window (Wsz = 2000) is added. We can observe that this is the only
case where TStream results to the same clustering quality as k-means for k=4.
In particular, TStream maintains two top-level clusters corresponding to the high-
level topics 'Japan' and 'Libya' each one containing second-level clusters with tweets
sharing the same #tag, while k-means results to three clusters containing tweets
from the #tag 'Japan' and one from 'Libya' with only few miss-classi�cations (<300
tweets).

In both algorithms, to improve the clustering quality a thorough calibration
of their input parameters is needed which implies to understand how core cluster
properties evolve over time. As we have seen a static parameters calibration is
not always able to improve the clustering quality. For this reason, we propose
an original methodological framework for recognizing how clusters centroid, shape
and density evolve along with the granularity and dynamics of user conversations
in real tweets. We believe that this framework is essential in order to enable
a dynamic adaptation of the parameters impacting the quality of the clustering
results achieved by di�erent algorithms.

1.3 Thesis Organization

After this introductory section, in Chapter 2 we de�ne the preliminaries of Social
Analytics. This includes some basic notions from lexical analysis, information ex-
traction and weighting schemes as well as some fundamental clustering algorithms.
In the Chapter 3 we refer to the system's architecture used to collect and anal-
yse Twitter data and provide the reader with a characterization of Twitter social
network based on a statistical analysis. Chapter 4 describes the related work on
clustering streams of documents and social stream mining. In Chapter 5 we present
a realistic workbench that takes into account the peculiarities of social text streams
exhibited in reality. Chapter 6 builds on the the previously presented framework, in
order to study the clustering parameters and capture the evolution of the clusters
properties. We conclude this thesis in Chapter 7 referring also to possible future
work.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries on Text Analytics

In this chapter we go through some fundamental theoretical notions which serve
as a basis for our work. We start by de�ning the general �eld of this research
project, that is the task of text clustering [6]. We move on by presenting some
basic methods of text mining including lexical analysis, information extraction and
weighting schemes. Then, we present three traditional, well-known in literature,
clustering techniques.

Clustering is a widely studied data mining problem in a variety of �elds. The
task of clustering assigns points in a multidimensional space into cohesive groups of
similar objects, called clusters. The similarity between the data points is measured
with the use of a similarity function. Each cluster consists of points that are
similar between themselves and dissimilar to points of other groups. The problem
of clustering is especially useful in the text domain and News Event Detection
(NED) and it was early studied in literature.

The �rst systematic work concerning document clustering has been done during
the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) research initiative, where a number of
algorithms have been proposed solving the problem of detecting topics and events
in a corpus of documents. The distinction of these terms is mentioned early in
the literature and several paradigms were given. Among them, an "Earthquake"
can be considered as a topic but "Earthquake in Japan, 11/03/2011" concerns an
event belonging to the general topic discussing earthquakes. The notion of an event
di�ers from that of the topic in spatial and temporal localization and in speci�city.
Several times the distinction is rather di�cult even in a conceptual mode, making
clear the di�culties of the algorithms. Several methods were applied in order to
re�ne the clustering results and to achieve high clustering quality.

Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) aims at �nding techniques that group
news documents into event documents. Formally, the topic in TDT is de�ned as a
seminal event or activity, along with all directly related events and activities. An
event is de�ned as something that happens at some speci�c time and place along
with all necessary preconditions and unavoidable consequences. Story is a topically
cohesive segment of news that includes two or more declarative independent clauses

9
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about a single event.

The TDT task can be distinguished and simulated by the following �ve research
and development challenges.

1. Story Segmentation - The main goal of this task is to reveal from a stream
of documents, those belonging to the same story.

2. First Story Detection / News Event Detection (2002) - First Story Detection
is the task of deciding if a new story of the stream is discussing a new topic.

3. Cluster Detection - Cluster detection is the problem of grouping together
stories that discuss the same topic. As a story arrives, it is grouped to the relative
cluster.

4. Tracking - Tracking is the problem of �nding all relevant stories of a pre-
de�ned topic.

5. Link Detection - Link detection refers to the problem of deciding if two sto-
ries are associating. More speci�cally, if they discuss the same topic.

In the �eld of NED an important boost in research was given by the TDT
research project and a remarkable progress was made. One common approach in
NED task is the use of machine learning algorithms. Algorithms of this category
deal with the problem of NED as a clustering problem, where each cluster refers
to a speci�c event and di�erent clusters correspond to di�erent events.

Three are the main stages of the clustering procedure (Figure 2.1). The �rst
refers to the text analysis, where the most meaningful and representative terms are
extracted from the text. The indexed terms are being weighted forming a Vector
Space Model (VSM). The second stage exploits the produced VSM by grouping
the documents based on their computed similarity. Last but not least, the third
stage evaluates the clustering procedure using supervised (for a known output)
and unsupervised (for unknown output) quality measures. In the next section, we
discuss the �rst two stages, by presenting the steps of text analysis and reviewing
three traditional well-known related techniques on clustering.

Figure 2.1: Main stages of the clustering procedure
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2.1 Text Analysis

The �eld of Text Analysis, also mentioned as Text Analytics in business applica-
tions, models and structures the information content of textual sources (i.e doc-
uments) with the ultimate goal to explore, analyse and extract intelligence from
data. The textual content may be derived from di�erent sources, like businesses,
networks, social media etc. The analysis of this content, which is massive in most of
the cases, is closely related with techniques of lexical analysis, term extraction and
terms' weighting schemes (later discussed in this section). The overarching goal of
text analysis is, essentially, to turn text into data for analysis via application of
natural language processing (NLP) and analytical methods. The �rst step towards
this goal is the extraction of the most representative words, the reduction of the
data dimensions and then the weighting of the selected terms.

2.1.1 Lexical Analysis

The preprocessing procedure of lexical analysis has a great impact on the quality
results of the clustering. It consists of �ve main steps where plain text is given as
input and a vector of tokens is returned as output. Each of that step is described
shortly below and has been applied to the majority of text mining works.

• Filtering The �ltering process removes unnecessary tags and extracts useful
information under some speci�ed patterns. For example, consider pulling out
the links of a web page by removing the unnecessary tags of the HTML �le.

• Tokenization The tokenization step splits the sentences into tokens, typi-
cally words. In some cases, more sophisticated techniques are applied, such
as grammatical structure extraction.

• Stemming The stemming step converts the words to their stem, base or root
form. The stem need not be identical to the morphological root of the word; it
is usually su�cient that related words map to the same stem. Algorithms for
stemming have been studied in computer science, with the most well known
among them the Lovins stemmer [7] and especially for the English language
the Porter's stemmer [8] algorithm.

• Stopword Removal A stopword is de�ned as a term that is commonly
used and is met very frequently in texts. In order to save both space and
time, these words are dropped at indexing time. A typical method to remove
stopwords is by comparing the terms with a known stoplist.

• Pruning The last step of pruning usually removes words with very low fre-
quency throughout the corpus. The underlying assumption is that these
words correspond to low-content and have low discriminating power. On
this basis, the hypothesis is that pruning the words corresponding to low-
frequency and thus to content-pure words, may enhance lexical analysis per-
formance [9].
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2.1.2 Information Extraction Techniques

Information extraction step is of a great importance to the clustering process, as
the quality of the clustering is highly dependent on the appropriateness of the
input features. In some cases, where the data are described with a large number
of features, it is bene�cial to reduce the dimensions of the input. Feature selection
and feature extraction are the two major techniques for reducing the dimensionality
of the input data and provide better text representation.

1. Feature Selection

Feature selection technique locates the best minimum subset of the original
features in order to reduce the initial dimensions. For the purpose of text clus-
tering, the objective of feature selection is to identify features (corresponding
to words) that predict the class label and construct accurate clusters. Feature
selection strategies can generally be divided into two broad categories, �lter
and wrapper.

• Filter Approach

Filter approach selects the most relevant attributes and removes the ir-
relevant features prior to the clustering process. For example, the most
common and simple practice for reducing the features of a given collec-
tion is the removal of stop-words, a set of frequently met words such as
"the", "is", etc. These words are noisy, with very low discriminating
capability and thus they complicate the clustering technique. In the
�eld of �ltering, the utility of named entities has been examined [10, 11]
and some named entities (i.e location, organization, date, time) have
been re-weighted to contribute to the similarity of the documents [12].
There are acknowledged conclusions [13] that in some cases the usage
of named entities is signi�cant to clustering quality.

• Wrapper Approach

Wrapper approach is a greedy searching method, which divides the fea-
ture space of words into subsets and attempts to �nd the optimal subset
that maximizes a given metric. Speci�cally, the method iteratively eval-
uates a candidate subset, then modi�es the subset and evaluates if the
new subset is an improvement over the old. Evaluation of the subsets
requires a scoring metric that grades a subset of features. Exhaustive
search is generally impractical, so a stopping criterion is de�ned; pos-
sible criteria include: a subset score exceeds a threshold, a program's
maximum allowed run time has been surpassed, etc.

A hybrid algorithm applying both �lter and wrapper methods with an
expectation maximization criterion is applied in [14] producing promis-
ing quality results in terms of accuracy and Normalized Mutual Infor-
mation.
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2. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction technique transforms the data of a high-dimensional space
into a space of fewer dimensions. It produces a new set of features from the
original data through some mapping. The most well-known unsupervised fea-
ture extraction method is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is
unsupervised as it does not take into account the class labels. It performs a
linear mapping of the data to a lower dimensional space in such a way that
the variance of the data in the low-dimensional representation is maximized.
In addition, it o�ers a convenient way to control a trade-o� between loos-
ing information and simplifying the problem of dimensionality. Most of the
modern methods for nonlinear dimensionality reduction �nd their theoretical
and algorithmic roots in PCA and they have been successfully applied in the
�eld of document clustering [15]. An extended survey of feature reduction
techniques can be found in [16, 17].

2.1.3 Information Weighting Schemes

The last step of pre-processing text analysis, where the input data are being pre-
pared to feed the clustering algorithm, is the weighting of the extracted tokens.
Many schemes have been proposed [18, 19, 20, 21] emphasizing in di�erent aspects
of textual data.

A common weighting scheme for terms within a document, known from the �eld
of information retrieval and commonly used, is the Vector Space Model (VSM).
VSM is an algebraic model for representing objects as vector of identi�ers. In the
concept of NED, an object is a document, where each dimension corresponds to a
weighted term (i.e single word). The prevailing technique of term weighting is the
TF-IDF scheme. In the basic model, the TF component represents the frequency
of a term w in a speci�c document d and IDF is intended to discount very common
words in the collection. Below is the particular tf-idf scheme used in [18].

weight(w, d) = tf · idf (2.1)

tf = log( termfrequency + 1 ) (2.2)

idf = log(
docCount+ 1

documentFreq + 0.5
) (2.3)

where docCount is the number of documents in the corpus and documentFreq
is the number of documents containing the term t.

Many variations of the above scheme have been proposed, based on the obser-
vation that the corpus is not always known a priori. The authors in [19] extend the
basic model to an incremental one, where the document frequencies are not static
but change dynamically in time (equation 2.4).
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dft(w) = dft−1(w) + dfCt(w) (2.4)

For each set of documents Ct added in the corpus during the time interval t,
the document frequencies (df) and inverse document frequencies (IDF) are updated
based on the new batch of documents. Additionally, the terms with low frequency
(below a certain pre-de�ned threshold) are ignored as uninformative. Finally, the
weight of the word w in the document d at time t is de�ned as:

weightt(d,w) =
1

Zt(d)
f(d,w) · log Nt

dft(w)
(2.5)

where Nt is the total number of documents at time t, f(d,w) is the frequency
of word w in document d and Zt(d) =

∑
w
f(d,w) · log Nt

dft(w) is a normalization value.

In [20] the authors introduce the use of a time window, containing a �xed
number of documents. Each time a new document is processed the idf term is
recomputed and the vocabulary is updated. The particular incremental idf metric
is de�ned to be:

idf = log2(
N(p)

n(t,p)
) (2.6)

where p is the current time, t is a term, N(p) is the number of documents up to
the current point and n(t,p) is the number of documents which contain term t up
to the current point p.

More recent works are dealing with the challenging issue of mining real-time
content in a dynamic environment. The authors of [21] suggest a weighting method,
called BursT, that uses sliding windows and takes into consideration two factors:
Burst Score (BS) and Term Occurrence Probability (TOP).

weightw,t = BSw,t · TOPw,t (2.7)

The burst score (equation 2.8) is the deviation between the arrival rate of the
word w at time t (arw,t) and its expectation value (E(arw,t)). Symbol atw,t denotes
the arrival time of the word w occurred in the t-th arrival message of the messages
sequence.

BSw,t = max{arw,t − E(arw,t)

E(arw,t)
, 0} (2.8)

arw,t =
1

atw,t − atw,t−1 + 1
(2.9)

The TOP factor (equation 2.10) denotes the term occurrence probability cor-
responding to the word w at t-th arrival, where Ct is the message collection in the
corpus collected from the time t-tw to current time.
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TOPw,t = P (wt|Ct) =
|m : wtεCt|
|Ct|

(2.10)

2.2 Text Clustering Algorithms

The text-based document clustering algorithms characterise each document ac-
cording to its content, i.e. the words (or sometimes phrases) contained in it. The
basic idea is that if two documents contain many common words then it is likely
that the two documents are very similar. The similarity of the documents with
the existing clusters is computed using distance functions and similarity metrics.
In their majority traditional methods require an a-priori knowledge of the num-
ber of clusters in order to decide the target cluster of each new document. Such
algorithms, like the K-means and EM [22], aim to minimize the within-cluster dis-
tance. Each cluster is represented by the mean (or weighted average) of its points,
the so-called centroid and euclidean or Hellinger [19] distance is usually computed.
Other approaches, such as the threshold-based algorithm, use similarity metrics.
Many similarity metrics have been proposed [19] with the most popular among
them, the cosine similarity [10]. The similarity between document d and cluster c
can be calculated as in equation 2.11.

sim(d, c) =

∑
w
weight(w, d) · weight(w, c)√∑

w
weight(w, d)2

√∑
w
weight(w, c)2

(2.11)

Where each word w is included in the weighting vector of the document d and
cluster c. The cosine treats both vectors as unit vectors by normalizing them,
giving a measure of the angle between the two vectors. It does provide an accurate
measure of similarity but with no regard to magnitude (i.e. if a word occurs in both
vectors - no matter the number of occurrences - they hint at the same direction). If
magnitude (euclidean distance) was taken into account, the results would be quite
di�erent.

Based on cosine similarity, the decision of whether the input document belongs
to an existing cluster is taken by the use of a pre-de�ned threshold parameter. If
the similarity is below a certain threshold the document is considered to discuss a
new topic and is mapped to a new cluster. Otherwise, the document is grouped to
an existing cluster with the highest similarity score. Many improvements of that
technique have been applied. Some of them can be found in the survey of clustering
data mining techniques [22].

The threshold-based algorithm was invented by the TDT team at the Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU) to decide whether a new document is another story of
one of the detected events or it belongs to a new event of its own. The simplest
form of the proposed algorithm, which relies only on pair-wise document similarity
information is portrayed in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 FSD(d, [c1, ..., ck, ...])

Require: d: the current incoming document
Require: [c1, ..., ck, ...]: the existed clusters

1: for all clusters cj ∈ [c1, ...ck, ...] do
2: simd,cj ← sim(d, cj)
3: if simd,cj > maxsimd,cj then

4: maxsimd,cj ← simd,cj

5: end if

6: end for

7: if maxsimd,cj > tc then

8: merge(d, cj)
9: else

10: if maxsimd,cj > tn then
11: new cluster containing d
12: end if

13: end if

Similarity functions can be used in conjunction with a wide variety of tra-
ditional clustering techniques, the most prominent among them are partitioning,
hierarchical and density-based algorithms. These techniques will be discussed in
the next subsections.

2.2.1 Partitioning Algorithms

The partitioning methods divide the initial dataset D into sets of k clusters, where
each object belongs to only one cluster. They create a one-level, un-nested par-
titioning of the data points where the number of clusters is given as input. Each
cluster is described by a centroid or a representative, which is a summary of the
objects. The precise form of the centroid depends on the type of the clustered
objects. In case of real-valued data the arithmetic mean of each attribute is calcu-
lated. In case of documents the mean value is calculated based on the weighting
metric.

There are a number of partitioning techniques, but we shall only describe some
of them applied in the �eld of document clustering.

The most representative algorithm of this category is k-means [1]. The basic
k-means algorithm follows the concept of centroid to represent the cluster. At the
beginning, it selects K points as the initial centroids and it assigns all points to
their closest centroid. Then, it recomputes the centroid of each cluster and repeats
the same procedure until it converges and there are no changes to the centroids.

Fuzzy c-means [23] is another well-known unsupervised clustering technique
that it also requires the number of clusters as input. It di�ers from k-means as it
calculates the document's degree of membership to every existing cluster.

An experimental study on text documents [24] showed that fuzzy clustering is
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a more stable method, as it produces better results on almost all datasets. Some
other studies [25] compare these algorithms with hierarchical approaches discussed
in the next section.

2.2.2 Hierarchical Algorithms

The hierarchical methods produce a hierarchy of clusters, where each cluster is
nested into another. The hierarchy, usually presented in a dendogram, can be
considered as bottom-up or top-down. Both techniques are met in literature and
known as agglomerative and divisive methods respectively.

Agglomerative methods begin with n clusters for a dataset of n objects. Then,
they choose and merge the closest two clusters into one. This process is repeated
until only one cluster is �nally remained. On the other hand, divisive methods
begin clustering using the opposite direction. They �rst put all n objects into one
cluster and then they split the initial cluster into two smaller. In each step, a
cluster is chosen and split up into two. This process continues until n clusters are
produced. Those two methods are known for their weakness to revise a previously
taken decision. Once a cluster is merged or split, it can never be separated or
regrouped. That irrevocable decision is their major defect. Furthermore, the com-
plexity of agglomerative clustering is, in the general case, O(n3), which makes them
inappropriate for large datasets. Also, divisive methods have a worse complexity
of O(2n) in the task of exhaustive search.

In the �eld of document clustering, many agglomerative methods have been
proposed [26, 27]. Among them, the single linkage method SLINK [28] computes
the similarity of two clusters as the similarity between the most similar pair of
documents each of which belongs in di�erent clusters. The complete linkage method
CLINK [29] de�nes the similarity of a pair of clusters as the similarity between the
most dissimilar documents, one in one cluster, and one in the other. The de�nition
of clusters distance is much stricter than for single linkage. In the latter, two
clusters may be forced together due to single documents being close to each other,
even though the other elements might not be similar. This observation leads to
chaining phenomenon where a small amount of large clusters are created. On
the other hand, complete linkage provides large number of small, tightly bound
clusterings.

A more extensive survey of hierarchical algorithms as well as a comparative
analysis between well known hierarchical algorithms can be found in [30, 25].

2.2.3 Density-Based Algorithms

A wide variety of density based algorithms have been proposed in literature [31, 32].
These algorithms rely on a density-based notion of clusters and they inherently
carry the notion of noise. This means that density of points within a cluster is
considerably higher than outside of the cluster. Respectively, the density inside
the area of noise is lower than inside of any cluster.
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The key idea of all density based algorithms is that every cluster has a minimum
number of points, where the distance among them is below a speci�ed threshold.
A big advantage of that technique is that it does not need an a-priori knowledge of
the number of clusters and it is able to identify clusters of arbitrary shape and size.
The exposure of non linear shapes structures is based on the concept of density
reachable and density connected data. The de�nitions below create clusters of
arbitrary shapes, like tubes or spheres.

• Density Reachable - A point p is density reachable from a point q, if the
distance between the two points is below a threshold ε and there are su�cient
number of points MinPts in the neighbourhood of point q.

• Density Connected - A point p and q are said to be density connected if
there exist a point r which has su�cient number of points within its neigh-
bourhood and the distance between the points of p and q is less than ε.

Furthermore, density based algorithms are built under the assumption that
clusters of low density can be considered as outliers. This assumption can lead into
high tolerance of noise. On the other hand, the quality of the clustering is directly
related to the density among the points. Therefore, high density varying data is
di�cult to be clustered and are subject to misclassi�cation.

The most popular method of density-based algorithms is DBSCAN (Density-
Based Spatial Clustering and Application with Noise) [31]. The main steps of the
algorithm are:

1. Two parameters are required as input, MinPts and ε. Then, the algorithm
�nds an unvisited starting point.

2. It �nds the neighbourhood of the starting point within distance ε.

3. If the neighbourhood consists of more than MinPts points, then a new cluster
is formed. The starting point as well as its neighbourhood are added to the
cluster. The starting point is marked as visited.

4. If a new cluster was created, the algorithm recursively visits all the neighbours
and repeats step 2.

5. If the points were less than MinPts, they are considered as noise.

DBScan does not require an a-priori knowledge of the number of clusters and the
�nal clusters might be of arbitrary shapes. Furthermore it is almost independent
to the ordering of the data and it needs only two parameters as input, that can
be given either manually or can be calculated according to some heuristic ways
presented in [31]. On the other hand, the quality of the clustering is directly
related to the distance metric function. Euclidean distance is the most commonly
used metric, but it tends to be insu�cient for high dimensional data of sparse
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missing point dimensions, as it calculates distances based equally on the presence
and absence of data dimensions. This metric can be rendered almost useless due to
the so-called "Curse of dimensionality", making it di�cult to �nd an appropriate
value for ε. Furthermore, DBScan can not cluster data sets with large di�erences
in densities since the minPts-ε can not be chosen appropriately for all clusters.

The authors of [32] deal with the problem of varying data density and pro-
pose OPTICS, an algorithm of a similar basic idea with DBScan. In order to
create meaningful clusters in an environment of varying densities, they linearly
order points such that points which are spatially closest become neighbours in the
ordering. Additionally, they keep a core distance for each point that describes the
distance of the point to its MinPtsth point.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter we reviewed some representative work on text analysis and text
clustering algorithms. We presented some of the most widely applied topic repre-
sentation approaches, as well as those that have been gaining popularity because
they are dealing with real-time social content.
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Chapter 3

Social Media

In this chapter we provide an overview of social media by discussing several media
de�nitions, we study the special characteristics of the most popular social networks
and focus on the informational model of Twitter. We demonstrate a platform built
in order to explore and analyze the social content and �nally present an interesting
statistical analysis deriving from a long period collection of Twitter data.

3.1 Overview

Social media are de�ned by Kaplan and Haenlein [33] as a group of internet-based
applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web
2.0 and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content (UGC).
As social media evolve over time new de�nitions arise, emphasizing in di�erent
aspects of the social components. Some de�nitions highlight the social graph and
users communities, while others deal with the generated content or the online
tools and applications. However, a common denominator over all de�nitions is the
intention of the users to share content and the impact of this evolution on the
research sciences and companies.

Social media exploited the technological evolution and gave the ability to the
end users not only to passively consume web content, but also to generate their
own. This change dictated a many-to-many communication and led pluralism of
opinions to �ourish. People are no longer spectators of events but they dynamically
participate in an interactive dialogue, they create new events, inform others and
express their opinions.

The �rst form of social media, with the content generated by the end users,
have been blogs. A blog is almost equivalent with a personal page, that is usually
managed by only one person and contains time-stamped entries of many di�erent
variations: personal stories, daily activities, emotional attitudes, political views,
technical descriptions are part of a blog's contents. Blogs give the ability to the
users to interact with each other by leaving comments about a published post.

Based on the need for more content-based interaction that is not only limited to

21
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the simple textual information, but it also contains multimedia exchange (i.e. pho-
tos, video) and instant messaging, many social websites were created. Part of those
social sites are built upon the idea of creating a social network among users. They
leverage social media to create a two-way communication, building relationships
through communities of people with common interests. The main contribution of
social networks are the representation scheme of friendship among users (social
graph) and the dissemination of information only to the communication channels
they de�ne.

Social networks have become very popular in recent years because of the ease
and universal access to the internet and the increasing proliferation and a�ord-
ability of internet devices, such as personal computers and internet tablets. The
participation in the social networks is inexpensive, immediate, pervasive and thus
massive. Each person is able to distribute and share content and this content is
always available and persistent for use. People are able to contribute in an existing
on-line conversation, to augment and criticize an article or to delete a comment.
With this transparency community can improve and evolve information, propelling
its own advancement. Furthermore, the users are independent to post content in
real time and in any time, without restrictions or limitations.

In our days we encounter hundreds of social networking sites, focusing on di�er-
ent aspects of social life. Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, LinkedIn, YouTube, Flickr,
Delicious and the thematic FoodSpotting, Family Leaf and Next Door are some of
the most famous social networks covering a wide range of interests in social life.

Social media introduced a new era in the �eld of informing. The communication
ceased to be one way and people turned from information recipients into producers.
As a result, many voices argued that traditional media lost part of their prestige
as they assigned to the public their once exclusive right of informing.

On the other hand, many reliability issues were generated as the source and
validity of the information can be uncerti�ed. Noisy, untrusted, and uncertain
data are problems that users, as well as analysts, are called to address in their
activities. The strength of social media to spread UGC in real time can be turned
into weakness when uncon�rmed or incomplete data are being shared.

3.2 Online Social Networks

It is important to mention that the de�nition of an online social network is not
restricted to an online site, but is more general. In fact, any website or application
that allows users to interact with each other and provide a social experience in the
terms of exchanging content can be considered as a social network. For example the
broad category of social networks contains platforms for photo (Flickr) and movie
(Youtube) sharing, movie ratings (Flixster), virtual venues 'check-ins' (Foursquare)
through mobile devices and many other applications.

The functional building blocks of social networks can be summarized to seven:
identity, conversations, sharing, presence, relationships, reputation and groups.
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Figure 3.1: Map of social networks' popularity

The identity of users is usually re�ected by the creation of an online pro�le, shar-
ing personal information. Users presence in the social media is succeeded with
the status updates or even with social games participation, while conversations
are not only limited to comments but also comprehends instant messaging. The
functionality of sharing includes photos, videos, articles etc. These building blocks
help understand the engagement needs of the social media audience. For instance,
LinkedIn users care mostly about identity, reputation and relationships, whereas
YouTube's primary building blocks are sharing, conversations, groups and reputa-
tion.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the most popular social networking applications by coun-
try, according to Alexa [34] and Google Trends for Websites [35] tra�c data. Face-
book has established its leadership position in 127 out of 136 countries analysed.
Although Facebook and Twitter are currently dominating the social networks of the
world, there is a social networking site in China known as Qzone which also has the
huge size of 480 million registered users. Some other popular networks according
to country are VKontakte, Odnoklassniki, Orkut, Mixi, Zing, Cloob, Draugiem.
These social networking sites are not so popular in the whole world, but they are
very popular in some countries themselves.

The leading place of Facebook and Twitter in the social media market world
wide is due to their functionality. As we can see in table 3.1 Facebook provides the
biggest functionality compared with the other social applications, as it combines the
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existence of a person's pro�le with the real time communication and social gaming.
Twitter sacri�ces part of the possible functionality in order to gain simplicity.
However, there are many third party applications that build on Twitter's framework
and expand it. For instance, TwitPic [36] let users to share media on Twitter in
real-time. On the other hand, LinkedIn has a slightly di�erent concept with that
of Facebook and Twitter. It is a professional network giving the ability to connect
with past and present colleagues and being informed for business opportunities.

Name Identity Relations Presence Conversations Sharing Groups

Facebook 3 3 3 3 3 3

Twitter 3 3 3 7 7 7

LinkedIn 3 3 3 7 7 7

Table 3.1: Basic characteristics of the top 3 social media

In the next section we will focus on Twitter framework. Twitter tends to be
attractive not only to the users but also to the analysts and developers, due to its
�exible and extensive API [37].

3.3 Twitter Microblogging Framework

Twitter is a popular microblogging platform for social networking, encountering
more than 465 million users in the six years of its operation (born July 2006).
It o�ers to its members the ability to connect and communicate with each other
sharing short texts, called tweets, of up to 140 characters. The users update their
status in real-time, communicating their thoughts, their daily activities or even
just watching others people news.

The higher percent of Twitter accounts are public, making the produced tweets
available in reverse chronological order to the public time-line of twitter.com's page
and exposing a vast amount of data over the internet. Although an account is by
the default settings public, users are able to protect their tweets stream by making
it private and available only to their subscribed friends.

Few statistics about the growth and innovation of Twitter's service where an-
nounced at Chirp developer's conference in April 2010. The �rst piece of data in-
forms that users accounts are added at the rate of 300,000 a day (2012: 1 million)
and they cause an annual growth of 1,500% a year. On a daily basis, 55,000,000
tweets pass through twitter (2012: 175,000,000) with the most of them being orig-
inated from United States, Brazil and Japan. Personalities of Twitter that stand
out for the big number of followers they have are Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber and
Katy Perry. Also, Twitter handles 600,000,000 searches and 3,000,000,000 API
requests performed in a daily base.

Although people can interact with Twitter directly through the website, just by
logging in to their account, more than 100,000 third party applications have been
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created providing extra functionality. As it was revealed 75% of Twitter tra�c
comes from third-party applications. The ecosystem around Twitter is extensive
due to the available Twitter API [37].

3.3.1 Twitter Information Model

The information model of Twitter, slightly outlined so far, is based on two basic
entities. Firstly, the users and the relationships among them and secondly the
tweets published or republished by them.

The �rst entity of users consists of name, username, a short description of
interests, language and location as well as a unique id for system's internal rep-
resentation. Further information are carried along with a user's account, like its
creation time, the number of published statuses and friends as well as the pro�le
settings (picture, background color etc).

An interesting concept of Twitter platform is the relationship among users. Un-
like other social services, such as Facebook or Myspace, the relationships among
users need no mutual acceptance or reciprocation. Twitter users can follow others
or are followed by others. Being a follower is a unilateral activity, i.e. it means
that the user receives the messages from those that the user follows, without neces-
sarily these users being simultaneously informed for his/her recent activity. Thus,
relationships between the users are not symmetric, creating a directed graph of
users-nodes and associations-edges between them.

The second entity is the textual information exchanged among users. Beyond
the 140 characters of each tweet, there is information about its creation time, its
source (from web or other application), the id of the user having posted, as well as
if it is a reply tweet. A multivalued attribute exists, called contributors, referring
to an array of users who authored the tweet on behalf of the o�cial tweet author.
Additionally, a new feature is currently activated in Twitter platform concerning
geo-location information. The users are able to automatically annotate their tweets
with their current geographic coordinates, by enabling the new available option. A
set of attributes about the place (name, country name etc) are also available.

Moreover, a common practice on Twitter is the republishing of a tweet, called
ReTweet, using the keyword 'RT' in front of the text. A ReTweet expresses user's
assent and intention to re-publish the message, causing it to spread faster from
one community to another and is a valuable source of information for analysts.
Retweets can be considered as an impact indicator, indicating a new upcoming
trend or the in�uence that a tweet might has to other users.

Another interesting concept on Twitter is the use of a set of symbols, facilitating
the communication. For instance, addressing the symbol '@' followed by a user
identi�er in the beginning of a tweet is a reply to the mentioned user, while �nding
it inside the tweet is just a mention to that user. The usage of '@user' makes the
search of related with a user tweets easier and faster. Also, it creates relations
among tweets and conversations among users.

Another useful symbol is the hashtag '#'. A hashtag followed by a word repre-
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sents a topic and gives the ability to the users to aggregate relevant tweets and to
participate to a world-wide conversation. The use of hashtags is a very common
practice in Twitter. Some tweets might have more than one hashtags and very
often they become trending topics, attracting the attention of the public.

Twitter users also provide links to outside content by including a URL to their
tweet. In order to avoid the long length of a URL, people use URL shorteners 1 to
generate unique, short and easily shared links.

A graphical representation of the Twitter informational model that captures
the concepts, relationships and constraints of the network is shown in Figure 3.2.
The basic entities, users and tweets, are depicted as well as the relations among
them. We mention that a user can follow and is being followed by many other
users denoting a many-to-many relation. Furthermore, a tweet can be re-tweeted
many times but it is associated with only one initial tweet and users are able to
post many tweets mentioned by only one owner account.

Figure 3.2: Twitter information
model

"coordinates": null,
"truncated": false,
"created_at": "Thu Oct 14 22:20:15 +0000 2010",
"favorited": false,
"entities": {
"urls": [
],
"hashtags": [
],
"user_mentions": [

{
"name": "Matt Harris",
"id": 777925,
"id_str": "777925",
"indices": [

0,
14

],
"screen_name": "themattharris"
}

]
},
"text": "@themattharris hey how are things?",
"annotations": null,
"contributors": [
{

"id": 819797,
"id_str": "819797",
"screen_name": "episod"

}
],
"id": 12738165059,
"id_str": "12738165059",
"retweet_count": 0,
"geo": null,
"retweeted": false,
"in_reply_to_user_id": 777925,
"in_reply_to_user_id_str": "777925",
"in_reply_to_screen_name": "themattharris",
"user": {
"id": 6253282
"id_str": "6253282"
},
"source": "web",
"place": null,
"in_reply_to_status_id": 12738040524
"in_reply_to_status_id_str": "12738040524"

Figure 3.3: JSON representation of
a tweet

A human readable data message of a status object is presented in Figure 3.3.
The format of the message is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which is a text-
based open standard providing the involved �elds and attributes of the interchange.
An extended documentation of every attribute can be found in Twitter API [37].

In the next subsection we outline the basic concepts of our system's architecture
built to collect and explore the Twitter stream.

1http://www.tiny.cc , http://bit.ly
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3.3.2 System Architecture

In order to explore the Twitter stream we designed and subsequently implemented
a framework that supports a data storage system and a number of analysis tools.
The systems architecture presented in Figure 3.4 describes the conceptual model
that de�nes the structure, behaviour and views of the framework.

The architecture consists of three major layers where each one communicates
with its immediately above one. A top-down analysis of the system brings the
service provider functions in the highest level. In this layer, the Twitter provides
the developers with rich operations in order to easily collect near real-time stream
data through streaming API or short historical data using �lter criteria.

Figure 3.4: System architecture

In the second layer a pool of threads is implemented to manage the incoming
data and store them in the data warehouse. The communication with the lowest
level is achieved through the wrapper class (DBAccessor) that encapsulates the
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functionality of the data warehouse providing a level of abstraction. The Importer
and Exporter components give the ability for easily insert and retrieve data in
varying formats (i.e. .svg, .csv, .html or Google charts).

The major functionality of the second layer is provided by the core component,
which consists of four simpler modules (Figure 3.5). The core package is associ-
ated with the Exporter which retrieves data from the database in batches or in
incremental mode and feeds them to the operations of the subsequent component.
The pre-processing sub-component supports a complete tool for extracting and
weighting textual data. The pre-processing procedure includes stemming, stop-
words removal and feature selection under di�erent ranking criteria. Furthermore,
the well-known weighting schemes TF-IDF and okapi as well as the bursT [21]
method are implemented. The third sub-component includes the implementation
of the window model techniques (i.e. sliding windows or time-based) for processing
data in smaller batches. Finally, the next component includes the implementation
of some clustering algorithms, DBScan [31], denStream [38], cluStream [39] and
TStream [2]. Last but not least, a variety of supervised and unsupervised quality
metrics are available for the evaluation of the algorithms. The set of supervised
metrics includes Purity, Precision, Recall, F-Measure and Normalized Mutual In-
formation (NMI) metrics. The set of unsupervised learning supports intra-cluster
separation measures, like Between Sum of Squares (BSS) and between cluster co-
hesion measures, like Within Cluster Sum of Squares Error (WSS) and Silhouette
Index.

Figure 3.5: Sub-components of the core component

The lower layer contains the data warehouse. The Entity-Relationship diagram
is shown in Figure 3.6. A full documentation of each attribute can be found in
Twitter API [37].

In the next subsection we introduce the collected Twitter dataset with its ba-
sic characteristics, as well as a number of performed measurements part of them
already mentioned in the bibliography and veri�ed with our test-bench.
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boundingbox

place_id VARCHAR(20)

latitude DOUBLE

longitude DOUBLE

contributors

tweet_id BIGINT(20)

contributor_id INT(10)

place

id VARCHAR(20)

url VARCHAR(100)

name VARCHAR(45)

full_name VARCHAR(45)

place_type VARCHAR(12)

country_code VARCHAR(5)

country VARCHAR(100)

bounding_box_type VARCHAR(10)

Indexes

tweet

id BIGINT(20)

text VARCHAR(560)

created_at VARCHAR(30)

in_reply_to_user_id INT(11)

in_reply_to_screen_name VARCHAR(120)

in_reply_to_status_id BIGINT(20)

favorited TINYINT(1)

truncated TINYINT(1)

user INT(10)

place VARCHAR(20)

source VARCHAR(200)

latitude DOUBLE

longitute DOUBLE

Indexes

user

id INT(10)

screen_name VARCHAR(30)

name VARCHAR(80)

description VARCHAR(640)

url VARCHAR(100)

location VARCHAR(120)

profile_background_color VARCHAR(6)

profile_background_image_url VARCHAR(800)

profile_background_tile TINYINT(1)

profile_image_url VARCHAR(800)

profile_link_color VARCHAR(6)

profile_sidebar_border_color VARCHAR(6)

profile_sidebar_fill_color VARCHAR(6)

profile_text_color VARCHAR(6)

created_at VARCHAR(30)

contributors_enabled TINYINT(1)

favourites_count INT(10)

statuses_count INT(10)

friends_count INT(10)

time_zone VARCHAR(120)

utc_offset INT(10)

lang CHAR(2)

protected TINYINT(1)

followers_count INT(10)

geo_enabled TINYINT(1)

verified TINYINT(1)

Indexes

placeid

tweet_id

place

user

Figure 3.6: An Entity-Relationship diagram of Twitter
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3.3.3 Statistical Analysis

Dataset

Our dataset was collected during a 10-months period spanning from September
2nd 2010 until June 9th 2011. The data was collected through Twitter's streaming
API [40] using twitter4j 2 java library and is thus a representative sample of the
entire stream. Java library is allowed to be served up to 1% of whatever amount
of tweets are in the public stream per a "streaming second". The chart 3.7 reveals
January as the month of the highest acquisition rate.
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Figure 3.7: Acquisition percentage per month

Table 3.2 summarizes some basic statistics speci�c to the collected Twitter
dataset. From the �rst two rows of the table we mention that almost 214 million
tweets were published from 24 million users, assigning 9 tweets per user on the av-
erage. The number of distinct places corresponding to geo-tagged tweets collected
through the same period is shown in the third line.

Distinct Number

Tweets 214,395,334
Users 23,725,151
Places 120,414

Table 3.2: Basic statistics over our Twitter dataset

Furthermore, almost half (47,9%) of the collected users accounts were created
during the year 2010, while the lowest percent corresponds to the older accounts
(see �gure 3.8). This observation shows an upward trend in the creation of new
accounts. We avoid commenting on year 2011's percentage as the collection stopped
in the middle of the year.

2http://twitter4j.org
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Figure 3.8: Percentage of new accounts per year

To systematize the presentation of our results we present, in the following �rst
section, some statistics that concern Twitter users, their habits, their electronic
pro�le and we analyse, in the second section, the tweets as a meaningful textual
information. The measurements derive from the analysis of the collected tweets
content and their meta-data. Part of these statistics have been already presented
in literature [41, 42, 43, 44] and are veri�ed with our workbench.

Users

Twitter seems to be a multilingual framework attracting and hosting users of dif-
ferent languages (�gure 3.9). The largest percent of users, almost 74%, have chosen
English as their account language while the 13% and 11% are Japanese and Spanish
languages respectively. The rest 2% are divided into French, German, Korean, Ital-
ian etc. Also, the largest percentage 8% of users with declared time zone belongs
to Tokyo.

(a) Language (b) Time Zone

Figure 3.9: (a) Twitter users language (b) Twitter users time zone

More speci�cally, most of the users have declared as their current and perma-
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nent location the country of Brasil, Indonesia and the town of London. However,
the real place of origin of a tweet may change dynamically as users move. This
is a challenging problem that Twitter tried to face up with the release of a new
geo-location feature on November 2009. Twitterers are now able to automatically
annotate their messages with their exact co-ordinates, by enabling the relevant op-
tion. However, less than one percent of the users (0,07%) have activated this new
and optional feature of Twitter, but we can safely predict that this percentage will
raise as third party applications encourage users to use it.

In fact, a remarkable percentage of users use third-party applications for tweet-
ing (�gure 3.10). UberSocial is the most popular among them been able to display
any embedded link - web pages, blog posts, images and video - alongside the tweet.
The second place belongs to the 'Twitter for BlackBerry' application with a 5,51%
of twitter popularity, while TweetDeck reaches a percentage of 4,9%. TweetDeck
provides applications for desktop, iPhone and Android and from May 2011 is part
of Twitter.

Figure 3.10: Top third-party applications

Coming back to the discussion of the location annotated tweets we see that geo-
location information can be used in di�erent levels of granularity. Users can choose
between Point of Interest (POI), neighborhood, city, admin or country in order to
attach a place in their tweet. The highest percent of users prefer to determine their
exact POI, but they hesitate to declare their neighbourhood (see Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: Granularity level of place
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This is not contradictory if we consider that people easily notify that they are
at Starbucks, at Subway or at Dunkin' Donuts (top founded POIs), but they do
not feel safe to announce their home address. So far, people from United States of
America, Brazil, Indonesia and United Kingdom are more familiar with the idea
of sharing their position and easily �nding others people location. The table 3.3
shows the top twitter countries with the most carrying coordinates tweets, as well
as the top cited neighbourhoods.

Neighbourhood Name

Downtown, USA
Highland Park, USA
West End, USA
Riverside, USA
University, USA
College Park, USA
Central Business District, USA

Table 3.3: (a) Top cited countries, (b) Top cited neighbourhoods

Having an in-depth look into Twitter users we need to examine some basic
characteristics, such as the distribution of the number of followers (people that
follow me) and followings (people that I follow) and the number of published tweets
and replies. We mention that only a few number of users have many people that
they are following, while the majority has zero followings. Speci�cally only 1,9%
of users have more than 1,000 friends, that they are following. Most of the users
(87%) have less than 200 friends.
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Figure 3.12: Number of users with X followings
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The curve of the �gure 3.12(a) reveals that as the number of followings increases
the number of users having these followings reduces. We use a logarithmic scale
3.12(b) to reduce the wide range of values to a more manageable size. In general,
data have a linear behaviour except the interval [103, 104] where an intensive peak
appears. Particular when the number of followings is equal to 2,001 the number
of users increases by an order of magnitude. The explanation of this sudden peak
is based on a following limit established from Twitter. This means that a user
can not be following more than 2,000 people unless it has the same amount of
followers. This barrier exists to avoid a lot of things, among which, is spamming.
This limit actually works on a percentage level (10%), but only when a user is
almost following 2,000 people.

A smoother behaviour is met in the curve of the distribution of the number of
followers (�gure 3.13). We mention that only a small percent of users (1,83%) has
more than 1,000 followers, while 91% has less than 200 followers. Figure 3.12(b)
shows the distribution in a log-log scale format depicting a linear behaviour. The
most famous personalities of Twitter with the higher amount of followers are Lady
Gaga, Britney Spears, Taylor Swift, Ashton Kutcher and Barack Obama.
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Figure 3.13: Number of users with X followers

In order to gauge the correlation between the number of followers and that of
followings, we plot the number of followers (x-axis) against the average number of
followings (y-axis) in a log-scale �gure 3.14(a). For less than 1,000 followers the
average number of followings are almost a re�ection to their image in y-axis. For
more than 1,000 followers the average number of followings varies in the interval
[1, 105], indicating that there are users following to others to far more or less than
the average.

When looking at the friend (x-axis) and follower (y-axis) relationship 3.14(b),
the numbers are fairly balanced because of the Twitter's follower limit rule. As
mentioned before, Twitter following limits are based on the ratio of the number of
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people you follow to the number of people who follow you.
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Figure 3.14: Correlation between followers and followings

To conclude, we could summarized users' pro�les into three points, based on
the proportion of followers and followings. The �rst category contains all those
users that the number of followings overcomes the followers. These users tend
to listen others people's opinions and have a small impact with their tweets. The
category met in the opposite side contains those users that are famous personalities
in the social network of Twitter, or even in the real life, and they share their
posts with many followers. This attitude is usually met in famous personalities or
news media. The last category is the most balanced, in the terms of the number
of followers and followings, while they have a good proportion of 'friends' and a
mutual communication. In this category belongs the majority of users that form
communities and share posts of varying content.

Another perceptive for distinguishing users' pro�les is based on their status
updates and their frequency. Most of the users (49,85%) have less than 100 tweets
posted, while only a small percent (6,95%) has more than 2,000 status' updates.
The curve of the �gure 3.15(a) reveals that as the number of tweets reduces the
number of users having posted those tweets increases. The distribution is so ex-
treme that if the full range was shown on the axes, the curve would be a perfect L
shape. Figure 3.15(b) shows the same plot, but on a log-log scale the same distri-
bution shows itself to be linear. This is the characteristic signature of a power-law
distribution.

The �ve users with the most status updates are dragtotop (search engine),
ItIsNow (generator of time), Aviongoo (aircraft market), ThinkingSti� (user) and
illstreet (fm radio).
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Figure 3.15: Number of users with X posts

Tweets

Twitter posts are a rich source of information, even though some times exhibit
low quality (syntactical and grammatical errors) and contain spam posts (spam-
ming trending topics to grab attention or repeatedly posting duplicate updates).
According to their textual composition they can be grouped into four categories,
di�erentiating them from spam and noisy uninformative tweets.

The �rst category contains tweets that reference to other people (de�ned by the
use of "@" followed by text). The use of "@" associates a tweet with another user,
whether answering their message or directing a comment to them. 31,7% of tweets
reply to other users, while 22,2% mention at least one other user in their text
body. The top �ve mentioned accounts are @justinbieber, @youtube, @addthis,
@soalcinta and @mentionke.

The second category consists of tweets with links to URLs you can visit (de�ned
by the use of "http://" followed by text). A percent of 17,4% of tweets contain at
least one url and the percent slightly increases if we include the shorten links (i.e
links of the form "bit.ly/" followed by text created by bitly.com site).

Hashtags (de�ned by the use of "#" followed by text) belong to the third
category. They connect tweets with topics enabling the exploration and partic-
ipation in global conversations. 10,4% of total tweets contain at least one topic
and we have detected 4,332,064 distinct topics. Some of the cited topics become,
through a Twitter's mechanism, trending topics appearing in the homepage. In
our collection the most popular topics are #� (Follow Friday, suggest a person
to the public), #nowplaying (to denote what the user is listening to), #np (now
playing), #teamfollowingback (encourage others to follow him/her back) and #fb
(Facebook, tweets ending in #fb are automatically imported to Facebook). All of
them are being used in every day activities but they are not considered as trending
topics.
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In the last category we meet re-tweets, passing along information (aka "RT" in
the beginning of the tweet followed by text) in a percent of 10,7%.

The table 3.4 shows the relative number and percentage of tweets that fall into
each of those categories.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Mention

Reply

URL

Hashtag

Retweet

Tweet Types

% Percent

Number of Tweets

Replies 68,111,427
URL 37,283,498
Topics 22,216,392
Re-Tweets 22,945,024

Table 3.4: Type of tweets

We continue our study by gauging the correlation between the number of posted
tweets of a user and its followers (�gure 3.16). A similar behaviour with 3.14 is
appeared in this chart. The majority of users who have less than 10 followers
have tweeted less than 100 times. For users with more than 1,000 followers the
number of posted tweets varies with outliers tweeting far more than expected from
the number of followers. The chart depicts a correlation, but not a causal relation
among the number of followers and their average number of tweets.
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Figure 3.16: Number of tweets against the number of followers

To conclude we have exploited a collection of almost 214 million tweets and 23
million user accounts in order to analyse users pro�les and their posted content. We
have revealed some interesting habits of the users and some statistics concerning
the textual information. We discussed the correlation of followers and followings
and how the number of followers a�ects the posted tweets. Furthermore, we found
a power-law distribution of the number of users with x statuses.
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Some work exploring the content of Twitter can be also found in the litera-
ture. An extensive study on users relationships was done in [44], where the authors
studied the topological characteristics of Twitter and its power as a social media
of information sharing. The characteristics of social activity and patterns of com-
munication on Twitter have been studied in [45]. The paper [42] emphasizes at the
importance of the symbol @ as a degree of conversationality. The importance of
retweet, as a conversational practice, is also studied in [43]. In the �eld of senti-
ment analysis, the authors of the paper [41] analysed microblog postings containing
comments about brands and revealed negative or positive sentiments and opinions
about the products and companies.



Chapter 4

Related Work on Clustering

Streams

In this chapter a review of the most related works with our statistical approach
of clustering social content is presented. The review includes two axes. First, we
study several on-line streaming clustering algorithms for large scale data, then we
review the challenges of working with social content and present some �rst steps
on social clustering algorithms.

4.1 Stream Clustering Algorithms

In recent years, massive amounts of data are generated from various applications
such as network monitoring, telecommunication systems, social media etc. Those
data arrive in a streaming mode where the stream is formally de�ned as:

De�nition Stream A stream S : No → TxQ : i 7−→ (ti, pi) is an endless se-
quence of points piεQ from a d-dimensional input space Q and ti ≥ 0 is the arrival
time of object oi.

The observation that data arrive in an on-line streaming mode opened the
door for the study of on-line and stream-oriented algorithms. Particularly, in the
�eld of NED the assumption that the entire corpus is available at any time is no
longer valid, as the content is generated and arrive dynamically. The transition
from discovering news events from a known corpus of documents to the need of
discovering events from a stream of data arriving in an on-line manner made the
study of a new generation on-line stream-oriented algorithms imperative. We �rstly
provide some background information about the family of on-line algorithms and
then we discuss their connection with streaming algorithms.

• Sequential processing of input
The input data points are fed to the algorithm point by point, in a continuous

39
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way.

• Temporal processing of input
The data points arrive in a temporal manner, where every input point has
a relative time-stamp. The oldest points are met earlier in the input than
newer.

• No memory available
At the decision time, neither the knowledge from the future is available, nor
the memory from the past. The algorithm decides without having the entire
input available.

• The decision is not optimal
Without the knowledge of the entire data, the decision of the algorithm may
turn out to be non optimal. The quality of decision making is a challenging
task.

In an on-line mode the clustering decision has to be taken immediately after a
new point arrives in a temporal sequence. Furthermore, the lack of memory forces
the algorithm to decide without any previous knowledge leading, in most of the
cases, to non optimal results. On the contrary, o�-line algorithms (see Chapter 2)
may achieve an optimal solution as the entire data are available during the decision
time. O�-line algorithms have a knowledge of the future at each processing step
and they are required to end up with a solution. Part of the techniques, used so
far to solve the problem of NED, takes advantage of the knowledge of the entire
corpus, including them into the category of o�-line algorithms. Nevertheless, o�-
line algorithms assume that unlimited resources are available. This assumption
makes them inappropriate for large scale streaming data.

Stream-oriented algorithms exhibit some di�erences with on-line algorithms,
particularly in the way they consider the time parameter. On-line algorithms are
interested in the future. They deal with how their processing step a�ects the future
decisions. On the contrary, streaming algorithms decide about their present, by
computing a function over a summary of the past elements. Despite their di�erences
some of the characteristics of the on-line algorithms are desirable in the streaming
context.

The size of the stream is considered to be unbounded and input items arrive
continuously, without any request, as time progresses. The unbounded size of the
data poses memory and processing limitations. It forces the algorithms to discard
or memorize part of the incoming data, as well as parsing the same element one
or few times. The order of the elements are not under the control of the system.
Streaming algorithms dealing with on-line streaming data spend limited processing
time per input point and maintain a summary of them into memory, as input
data exceed the available system memory. An important issue to address when
dealing with large-scale data is the number of comparisons of incoming elements
that need to implement. A trade o� between runtime performance and clustering
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of a stream clustering system

accuracy has to be considered. Two possible solutions have been proposed; the use
of statistical properties [46, 47] summarizing the data and blocking methods [48]
representing subsets of the data. Both reduce the necessary comparisons over data
points. These approaches remind the information extraction techniques (chapter
2.1.2) and share some common characteristics. The algorithms presented below
use statistical properties in order to reduce the space of comparisons required by
the clustering.

The general architecture of a stream clustering system with statistical repre-
sentation of its clusters is presented in Figure 4.1. Some statistics are extracted
and kept in memory during the arrival of the stream. Several algorithms use time
windows [49, 50, 51] in order to reduce the problem of processing the entire stream
to the one of processing the most recent items and summarized versions of the
old ones. The statistical information is given as input to the clustering algorithm,
which produces new clusters or deletes the old ones. The last step of the clustering
model is the evaluation of clustering decisions by measuring clustering quality, time
and space performance.

BIRCH [46] was the �rst algorithm published in 1996 for the purpose of clus-
tering massive spatial data. It was the pioneer algorithm for this area awarded
by Sigmod conference with the 10 years test of time award. BIRCH algorithm
clusters the input data incrementally and dynamically, using a single pass. Each
cluster is summarized by a triple, called Clustering Feature (CF). A CF maintains
the number of points in the cluster (N), as well as the linear (LS) and square (SS)
sum of its points. This CF compact summary is e�cient, as it stores much less
than all the points and su�cient for calculating all the necessary measurements,
like centroid and radius. The proposed algorithm maintains a height-balanced tree,
called CF-tree, of the form [CFi, childi], where childi is a pointer to its ith child.
A leaf node contains at most L entries of the form CFi and satis�es the threshold
requirement that radius has to be less than T. Such a CF tree is built dynamically
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as new data arrive and is used to guide a new insertion into the correct position
for sorting purposes.

Many other algorithms were built upon the idea of BIRCH and in some as-
pects they achieved better results. The �rst algorithm published after BIRCH was
STREAM [52] in 2002. STREAM algorithm processes data streams in batches
of points and uses centroids to represent each batch. The clustering process is
repeated recursively until it reaches k-clusters. Although STREAM outperforms
BIRCH algorithm, they both su�er from the problem of detecting new clusters
in an evolving data stream. They treat old and new points as equally important
information, ignoring new upcoming trends.

CluStream [39] algorithm was published in 2003 and it also uses CF condensed
vectors to store data points. The main idea of CluStream algorithm is to divide
the clustering process into two components. The �rst component, called online,
periodically collects and stores detailed summary statistics from the input data in
a hierarchical time frame. The second component, the o�ine, uses the summary
statistics and performs k-means clustering, in order to provide a better understand-
ing of the broad clusters. In contrast to STREAM, CluStream reveals trends as it
takes snapshots at di�erent time stamps, favouring the most recent data. Also, it
maintains a constant number of clusters by removing the less active or by merging
the closest ones. The experimental results showed that it outperforms SEARCH
algorithm in the terms of e�ectiveness, e�ciency and scalability.

On the other hand, CluStream is somehow limited. First, it needs to know the
number of clusters a-priori and it can not �nd clusters of arbitrary shapes, due
to spherical cluster production of k-means. Then, it makes no prediction about
outliers and noise and it is time consuming to be applied on large volume data due
to multiple passes of k-means.

DenStream [38] proposed in 2006 overcomes weaknesses of CluStream following
the structures of CF vectors and the online-o�ine rationale. It introduces the con-
cept of a fading function which gradually discount the history of past behaviour.
Furthermore, it is based on DBScan density-based algorithm and it captures clus-
ters of arbitrary shape. It has the ability to handle outliers and it provides memory
and time guarantees.

Prior to DenStream, a worth mentioning algorithm HPStream [53] published
in 2004 focuses in another important aspect of streaming data, their dimensional-
ity. The algorithm employs a data projection method to reduce the dimensional-
ity of the data stream to a subset of dimensions that minimize the spread along
the chosen dimensions. The experiments showed an improved clustering quality
than cluStream in both synthetic and real datasets. Although the dimensionality
awareness, the experiments and the dimensionality test were applied in less than
80 dimensions. As we will discuss in the next chapter the number of dimensions is
2-6 orders of magnitude smaller than in the context of social content.

In the footsteps of DenStream lies also the D-Stream [54] algorithm published
in 2007. D-Stream exhibits some similarities with DenStream in that it uses also
a density based approach, an exponential decay function for ageing and checks
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periodically for noise or outdated regions. Also, it is divided into two steps. During
the online step it maps each input data record into a grid and during the o�ine
step it computes the grid density and shapes the �nal clusters.

The following-up C-DenStream published in 2009 [55] belongs to the category
of semi-supervised algorithms that make use of labelled and unlabelled data and is
based on a variation of DenStream. It is a density-based algorithm that includes
domain speci�c information in the form of constraints, namely Must-Link and
Cannot-Link. For each pair of instances, involved in any of these links, they produce
a constraint between the clusters to which they belong. The constraint has a
weight depending on the arrival time and the number of instances between the
two involved clusters. The experimental section showed that a small amount of
constraints are enough to improve the performance of the algorithm. Of course
the only requirement, which is frequently not satis�able, is to have available such
constraints.

The rDenStream [56] is a three step algorithm, published in 2009, based also on
DenStream. The key di�erence of these two algorithms is that rDenStream keeps
a track of discarded clusters from which it learns to improve the accuracy of the
clustering. Although it presents better results than DenStream it has worse time
and space complexity.

The algorithms presented so far belong to the general category of stream-
oriented methods. The problematic of these algorithms is how to process data
streams e�ciently under limited memory. Under these restrictions they provide
techniques for summarizing and incrementally clustering data. Although these
characteristics are desirable in the concept of clustering social streams they do not
take into consideration the peculiarities of the social textual content. Furthermore,
the algorithms have been tested over the KDD Cup '99 Dataset, which includes
a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a military network environment and de-
signed to distinguish attack, intrusions, and the rest type of the connections. Thus,
the dataset contains few numerical attributes (less than 60) compared with the high
number of attributes in a social stream.

In the next section, we discuss the characteristics and the challenging issues
arriving from the social stream and study the most recent works on clustering
social content.

4.2 Social Stream Mining

We are witnessing an unprecedented growth of interest in social media1 enabling
people to achieve a near real-time information awareness. Several online network-
ing sites (e.g. Facebook), micro-bloging applications (e.g. Twitter) and Social
news (e.g. Digg) produce on a daily basis vast amounts of user-generated content
(i.e. textual posts) related to a wide variety of real-world news (personal, political,
commercial etc.). Many websites �lter and organize media content, providing users

1 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social media
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with recent topics through attractive websites [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. Although these
websites manage to make a message aggregation, tools for text mining and topic
detection are recommended in order to supply users with news coming from the
citizens of the social media community. The automated analysis of such social text
streams has already created scienti�c and business value.

4.2.1 Challenging Issues

A number of challenging issues arise in mining social content [6]. In an attempt to
summarize the peculiarities of social text stream, for example Twitter stream, we
could say that Twitter posts are:

1. Short & low quality

Tweets are, by design, short texts of up to 140 characters with lot of ab-
breviations and social media slang. Moreover, they often exhibit low quality
(syntactical errors, ungrammatical sentences, spelling mistakes) and contain
spam posts (spamming trending topics to grab attention or repeatedly post-
ing duplicate updates). Those characteristics have a great impact on the size
of the extracted vocabulary and its weighted representation.

2. Heterogeneous & Noisy

Twitter users post messages of di�erent type and scale, ranging from personal
stories with no interest to a broad audience until breaking news of high
popularity. This heterogeneity a�ects the number and the utility of recognized
clusters.

3. Highly Evolving

Tweets are characterized by a non-stationary data distribution, as new points
arrive over time in a high rate. A cluster's shape, volume and density may be
changing over time. This behaviour a�ects the memory/performance require-
ments of the various clustering algorithms and highlights that the number of
clusters and their active period can not be known a-priori.

4.2.2 Clustering Algorithms

Several methods for analyzing social text streams have been proposed during the
last years. One seeks to identify emerging trends [62, 63, 64], that is topic areas
for which there is a bursty interest among users. Emerging trends are de�ned as
sets of words or phrases and are typically identi�ed by analysis of the statistics of
words co-occurrence.

In [62] the architecture of a system that performs emerging trend detection over
the Twitter stream is presented. A real-time and single pass algorithm is used to
detect bursty keywords and group them together according to their co-occurrence.
Some other parameters, like geographical origins and frequently cited sources, are
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taken into consideration in clustering decisions but without providing algorithmic
details or experimental results.

An interesting work in the �eld of emerging detection for a target event is
presented in [63]. The authors focus on detecting an earthquake by monitoring a
pre-de�ned set of words, like "earthquake" or "typhoon". Their event detection
algorithms use a temporal and a probabilistic model to estimate the event and
its location. Their earthquake reporting system detects earthquakes promptly and
sends e-mails to registered users. Noti�cation is delivered much faster than the
announcements that are broadcast by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).

The �eld of emerging topic detection is also examined in [64]. The authors
detect emerging terms if they frequently occur in a speci�ed time interval and
they were relatively rarely occurring in the past. Moreover, they determine users
authorities, using the PageRank algorithm, to analyse the social relationships in the
network. For every keyword, inside a time interval, a score is calculated as a product
of the terms weight and authority value. Then, in order to express the topics related
to the retrieved emerging terms a vector of correlations is produced, representing
the relationships between the terms. In the last step a term-based topic graph
is constructed. Since each topic is de�ned as a set of semantically related terms,
they leverage the topological structure of the topic graph, by searching for strongly
connected components, to detect the emerging topics into the Twitter community.
Although they introduce the network's structure into the clustering procedure,
their method is not applicable to real time and online systems.

A second method seeks to identify and monitor topics in social streams [65, 2,
66, 67, 68]. In these works, topics are de�ned as clusters of similar textual posts.

In [65] the authors present a very common practice for the problem of topic
detection (see algorithm 1, section 2.2). Based on that technique, they propose a
new improved algorithm that applies locality-sensitive hashing on web-scale cor-
pora to solve the topic detection problem over streaming data e�ciently. They
compare their system against UMass system [69] on the standard TDT5 corpus
of documents, achieving an order of magnitude speed up in processing time while
retaining comparable performance. Also, they apply their algorithm over a stream
of Twitter data but without providing any clustering quality results. Assuming a
good quality performance, as proved from the comparison with UMass, they man-
ually annotate clusters into three categories of spam, neutral and event. The gold
standard produced from this process was used to evaluate a set of four ranking
methods (random, cluster's size, number of users, entropy). They proved that
taking entropy metric into account can reduce the amount of spam in the output.

The authors of [2] propose a two-level hierarchical algorithm (named TStream)
to detect, track and update large and small bursts of news in a two-level topic hi-
erarchy of broad topics and more speci�c subtopics. First, the algorithm computes
the document novelty by evaluating the cosine similarity between the incoming
document and the clusters of the �rst hierarchy. If the similarity is greater than a
speci�ed threshold a merging is performed. Then it further checks if the document
can be absorbed by one of its subtopics. If the similarity is again greater than the
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threshold, the document is added to the subtopic. Otherwise, a new (sub)cluster
is created containing the document. Note that the document novelty is computed
with respect to the feature space of the current level. Also, some re-organizations
are performed in each level in order to avoid unlimited number of clusters. The
evaluation of the algorithm is done over a stream of news articles using di�erent
hierarchy updates strategies, but there is no comparison with the existing state-of-
the-art algorithms.

An attempt to use the content and community structure in order to create the
clusters is done in [66]. The clustering algorithm computes the similarity, as a linear
combination of the structural and content-based values, between the document and
the summary of the cluster. Also, a supervised version of the algorithm is proposed
where historical data are kept. The experimental evaluation is performed over two
datasets, Twitter and Enron email stream. They showed that the use of content-
and network-stream based clustering has a number of advantages in comparison to
pure text based methods.

A di�erent perspective represents the social text stream as a graph [67], where
social actors are the nodes and the information �ow between the actors represents
the edges. Each corresponding edge embeds the content and the temporal asso-
ciations between the �ow of information. Using the above multi-graphs and text
based clustering they detect events, producing better results than the state-of-the-
art event detection algorithms.

A similar graph-centric approach is presented in [68]. The authors suggest a
graph-based representation of the textual content, where the nodes indicate se-
lected keywords of high document frequency and edges denote high co-occurrence
probability between the connected keywords. Assuming that the keywords co-occur
when there is a meaningful topical relationship between them, the authors calculate
the betweenness centrality of each edge and extract the underlying communities. A
slight variation is applied to the community detection algorithm in order to support
multiple occurrences of the same node in di�erent communities. They have tested
their system with di�erent de�nitions of keywords, such as nouns or named entities
but they present no quality metrics for clustering. Furthermore, no discussion is
made about the complexity of the algorithm and its scalability to real time event
detection over text streams.

Other related works focus on identifying real-world events along with their
date and time, participants, and location [70, 71, 72].

Real world events are detected in [70] exploiting the tags supplied by Flickr
users to annotate photos. In particular, the temporal and locational distributions
of tag usage are analyzed in the �rst place, where a wavelet transform is employed
to suppress noise. Then, a detection of aperiodic and periodic events is performed
and event-detected tags are clustered into clusters of di�erent events.

In [71] some e�ort is made to explore the rich content associated with social
media and a variety of similarity metrics based on textual, time, date and location
features are proposed. Distinguished clusters based on these similarity functions
were created and a weighted ensemble clustering approach was proposed to combine
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the results. The experiments, over a dataset of Flickr photographs, suggested
that the learning techniques yielded better performance and gained a signi�cant
improvement over traditional content-based similarities.

An exploration of Twitter content is performed in [72] where a distinction of
events and non-events is discussed. An event is associated with a real-world event
of a time period and a number of tweets, while non-events are Twitter-speci�c con-
versations, memes or retweet activities. The authors propose an on-line clustering
and �ltering framework where a threshold-based incremental algorithm is applied
using vector space model and similarity function. There is no discussion concern-
ing the parametrization of the algorithm and how a static weighting scheme can
be scaled to real time clustering. The main objective of the paper is the distinc-
tion of event and non event clusters. The decision that a cluster corresponds to
an event is taken through a classi�er trained with temporal, social, topical and
Twitter-centric features. The proposed classi�er outperforms in quality two other
simpler classi�ers where the choice of event-cluster is randomly or based on the
fastest-growing cluster. The evaluation of their system is based on the precision
without considering the impact of existed events that have been missed.

Other aspects of social stream analysis have also been studied, such as social
recommendation [73], community detection [74] and information di�usion [75] but
is beyond the scope of out work.

The works presented in this section deal with the social content either by
analysing the statistics of words co-occurrence or by clustering textual data in
batches, partially exploiting the knowledge of stream-oriented algorithms (section
4.1). Although the clustering procedure is enriched with the social content (time,
geo-location, tags etc) it exhibits some limitations. It does not capture the evolu-
tion of the stream and it can not maintain clusters of evolving shape and centroid.
This limitation causes scalability issues on real time clustering applications. In
the next chapter we study the parameters and the properties of the clusters to get
some valuable insight of the clustering procedure.
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Chapter 5

A Realistic Workbench

Although most of the current works are experimentally validated there is still no
systematic workbench that takes into account the peculiarities of social streams
exhibited in reality enabling us to benchmark di�erent kinds of analysis algorithms
in an unbiased way.

In an e�ort to achieve a better understanding and insight of the social stream
data and their e�ect on the analysis tools we designed and subsequently used three
data-samples sampled from an initial corpus of 9,062,914 English tweets, collected
under Twitter Filter API [37] using a variety of tags. Out of this collection we
have extracted three sampled datasets, using the Alias method [76], exhibiting
di�erent evolving behaviours (in terms of arrival rate and volume) as well as topic
heterogeneity.

In the next sections we discuss the characteristics of the initial corpus that
consists of two datasets and present the sampling methodology for the creation of
the three representative samples. Furthermore, we discuss the peculiarities of the
stream captured by each sample.

5.1 Datasets

The initial corpus consists of two datasets collected under di�erent �lter criteria
and much varying arrival rate and volume. The English tweets were manually
extracted from both datasets utilizing an English dictionary and maintaining only
the tweets with more than 60% of English words (after the removal of URLs, digits,
usernames and punctuation).

As depicted in Table 5.1 the �rst dataset consists of four di�erent topics occur-
ring sequentially during a nine months period. Topics have di�erent arrival rates
varying from few hundreds to some thousands tweets per day. The arrival rate
of each topic is an indicator of its popularity and users interest during the period
of collection. Furthermore, the varying �lter tags as well as the data volume in
percent are shown in Table.
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Topic Tags Data Volume Date Arrival Rate
(tweets/day)

Flotilla �otilla, Gaza 48,939 (1.1%) 10 Sep 2010 -
23 Feb 2011

326

Libya Gada�,
Tripoli, Libya,
Libia

4,246,403 (96.3%) 23 Feb 2011 -
27 May 2011

47,182

Champions
League

championsleague,
champions
league

110,862 (2.5%) 27 May 2011 -
29 May 2011

55,431

European
Revolution

europeanrevolution,
yes we camp

3,488 (0.1%) 29 May 2011 -
09 Jun 2011

317

Table 5.1: Basic characteristics of dataset I

The second dataset, depicted in Table 5.2, involves the topics of the �rst dataset
plus one more topic occurring simultaneously over time. The extra topic is col-
lected during the earthquake and tsunami in Japan under common used tags in
Twitter network and appears the highest arrival rate of all the topics.

Topic Tags Data Volume Date Arrival Rate
(tweets/day)

Dataset I dataset I 4,409,692 (48.7%) 10 Sep 2010 -
09 Jun 2011

Japan prayforjapan,
tsunami,
earthquake,
Japan

4,653,222 (51.3 %) 11 Mar 2011 -
24 Mar 2011

332,373

Table 5.2: Basic characteristics of dataset II
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5.2 Sampling Methodology

Dealing with large amounts of data leads to the need for a smaller representative
sample where the measurements and experiments require less time. In this section
we discuss a sampling technique for creating samples that take into consideration
the particular characteristics of social content and benchmark di�erent aspects of
the clustering algorithms.

1. Sample I: Ageing Behaviour

The �rst sampling method retrieves tweets from the whole body of the dataset
I maintaining the tweets' occurrence distribution over time. For this purpose,
the alias [76] method was used. The alias method is a family of e�cient algo-
rithms for sampling from a discrete probability distribution. The algorithms
typically use O(n log n) or O(n) preprocessing time, after which random val-
ues can be drawn from the distribution in O(1) time. The distribution of
the sample, as well as its special characteristics (distinct words and average
words per tweet) are shown in Table 5.3.

The �rst sample was created to study the e�ect of di�erent arrival rates and
volumes between topics of di�erent time periods. The sample was created
with respect to the distribution shape over time of dataset I.
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Table 5.3: Distribution shape over time & characteristics of sample I

The goal of this sample is to force clustering algorithms to capture the dif-
ferent topics when varying arrival rates exist. The dataset simulates an ideal
situation where there is no chronological overlap among the di�erent topics,
as they arrive in distinct time intervals. However, the amount of data and
the duration are much di�erent per topic. The ageing behaviour of each clus-
tering algorithm, as well as their ability to remember as much information as
is needed are two parameters examined by this sample.
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2. Sample II: Bursting Behaviour

An alternative method employed in order to extract sample II. Tweets were
collected from around the burst period of each topic. The sampling was done
in the time interval from the day before to the day after the day with the
highest arrival rate.

For the purpose of creating this sample,the alias method was used on the
probability distribution of dataset II. The distribution shapes of the dataset
and the sample are shown in Table 5.4.

The second sample highlights the e�ects of the burst behaviour including
only the days with the highest percentage of tweets arrival.
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Table 5.4: Distribution shape over time & characteristics of sample II

The major goal of sample II is to test the ability of the algorithms to detect
a topic based on its arrival burstiness. This sample captures the ability of
the algorithms to detect that a burst of the occurrence frequency of some
terms is enough to create a new cluster. In this concept, there is a danger
of overseeing terms that are not yet frequent enough to become a topic of
their own, even if the terms forming the feature space are adjustable. Many
algorithms in the literature (i.e. denStream [38]) are parametrisable on the
tolerance of creating new clusters (i.e. parameter ε of denStream algorithm).

3. Sample III: Topics in parallel

Sample III focuses on the e�ects which chaperon the topics that overlap over
time. The third sample was created with respect to the distribution shape
over time of dataset II. The Figure of Table 5.5 illustrates the distribution
shape of the sample and dataset II by separately depicting dataset I and
Japan topic collection.

Sample III gives the potential to the clustering algorithms to test their ability
to distinguish topics that occur simultaneously. Clustering algorithms need
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to associate incoming data into di�erent clusters based on similarity met-
rics. The appropriateness of the similarity function is a key issue for all the
clustering algorithms.
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Chapter 6

Statistical Analysis of Social Text

Most of the algorithms used in the related works are based on clustering techniques,
thus we are dealing with a clustering problem forcing us to examine the critical
parameters of forming new clusters as well as the properties of the clusters them-
selves. Then, based on the extracted knowledge we evaluate clustering algorithms
over the three samples.

In this Chapter, we introduce the critical parameters of the clustering process.
Particularly, we compare di�erent representation schemes (i.e. tf · idf , okapi etc),
distance metrics (i.e euclidean, cosine similarity etc) and number of dimensions.

Since the parameters are experimentally estimated, we study the properties
of the clusters emphasizing on the investigation of cluster's centroid, shape and
density evolution over time. The centroid of a cluster summarizes the discussion of
a topic by providing the vocabulary consisting of the most representative words.
The various opinions of the users as well as their opinion convergence or discrepancy
over time are illustrated in the cluster's shape and density. Our intuition is that
the textual social content of dynamic nature results in an evolving vocabulary
and opinions of varying �avours. Therefore, the clusters are shifting in space over
time with shape shrinking and expanding dynamically. Thus, we assume that the
centroid and shape of the clusters are not constant but evolve over time. We test our
assumption by applying statistical hypothesis tests and discuss the experimental
results. Furthermore, we explore the cluster's density over time by providing a way
to detect shrinkage or expansion of the clusters shape.

The understanding of cluster's behaviour in time and space is a challenging task
when dealing with social content and can become a powerful tool for clustering
algorithms. All of the prototypical clustering algorithms represent, with slightly
di�erent patterns, the centroid of the cluster and impose a shape in data. An
a-priori knowledge of the centroid behaviour and cluster shaping in time and space
can contribute to the decision of selecting the best clustering algorithm for the
given problem. To the best of our knowledge this is the �rst work that tackles this
issue.
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6.1 Clustering Parameters

In order to examine the di�erent clustering parameters we calculate Pearson's cor-
relation coe�cients between the proximity matrix and the ground truth. The prox-
imity matrix summarizes the distances between each pair of tweets as calculated
from a given distance metric function, while the ground truth matrix represents
the real distances with zero value for tweets of di�erent clusters-topics and one for
tweets of the same cluster.

Pearson's correlation, represented with ρ, is a measure of linear dependence
between two variables giving a value between -1 and +1 inclusive. It is de�ned
as the covariance of the two variables divided by the product of their standard
deviations.

ρX,Y = corr(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )

σXσY
=
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]

σXσY

The correlation quanti�es the cluster tendency of the data. It measures whether
tweets in the same topic tend to have smaller distances with each other than with
tweets in other topics. Higher values of correlation indicate bigger similarity be-
tween the sample and the ground-truth and thus a good set of parameters for
cluster distinction.

The Figure 6.1 is a representation of the two matrices (i.e proximity and ground-
truth) and serve as the direct perception of the relationship between them. They
are projected through suitable color spectra to construct corresponding matrix
maps in which each matrix entry (i.e distance metric) is represented by a color dot.
The left panel of Figure 6.1 shows the proximity matrix of Sample III coded by a
red-green-blue spectrum. The right panel depicts the expected and optimal map
based on the knowledge of the ground truth.

Figure 6.1: Proximity and ground truth matrices

In the matrix map, a red (blue) dot in the ij-th position of the map represents a
relative small (large) distance between the tweet i and j. Warmer intensities of color
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stand for stronger similarity of points while cooler colors represent no similarity.

The between matrices relations is calculated with Pearson's correlations and
scores 66% of correlation between the sample III and the ground-truth matrix,
using tf · idf2 weighting scheme (see below), cosine similarity distance metric and
1,000 dimensions.

The comparative study includes two well-known weighting schemes tf ·idf (6.1)
and okapi (6.2). Furthermore, we propose and evaluate a variation of these schemes
named tf · idf2 (6.3) and okapi2 (6.4) respectively. The major di�erence of these
schemes with the initial is that tfwi,C refers to the frequency occurrence of the
word i (wi) in the whole corpus C instead of the frequency in each tweet.

tf · idf(wi, tj) = tfwi,tj ∗ log(
N

dfwi

) (6.1)

okapi(wi, tj) =
tfwi,tj

0.5 + 1.5 ∗ ltj
lavg+tfwi,tj

∗ logN − dfwi + 0.5

tfwi,tj + 0.5
(6.2)

tf · idf2(wi, tj) = tfwi,C ∗ log(
N

dfwi

) (6.3)

okapi2(wi, tj) =
tfwi,C

0.5 + 1.5 ∗ ltj
lavg+tfwi,C

∗ logN − dfwi + 0.5

tfwi,C + 0.5
(6.4)

The rest symbols are summarized in the table 6.1.

Symbol De�nition

wi Word i
tj Tweet j
tfwi,tj Frequency occurrence of word wi in tweet j, tj
tfwi,C Frequency occurrence of word wi in corpus C
dfwi

Number of tweets containing the word wi

ltj Number of tweets containing the word wi

lavg Average length of tweets
N Number of tweets

Table 6.1: Table of symbols

Furthermore, the comparative study includes four well known distance met-
rics functions used in measuring points distance. Given an m-by-n data matrix
X, which is treated as m (1-by-n) row vectors x1, x2, ..., xm the various distances
between the vector xs and xt are de�ned as follows:
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deuclidean =
√

(xs − xt) ∗ (xs − xt)′ (6.5)

dcosine = 1− xs ∗ x′t√
(xsx′s) ∗ (xtx′t)

(6.6)

dcityblock = Σn
j=1|xsj − xtj | (6.7)

dchebychev = maxj |xsj − xtj | (6.8)

For the comparison of the various weighting schemes and distance metrics the
top dimensions of the corpus are extracted. The dimensions correspond to di�erent
terms in the corpus selected by two di�erent ranking criteria. The �rst refers to
document frequency criterion, where the terms that occur in the most tweets of the
corpus compose the current vocabulary. Thus, each time we increase the size of
the vocabulary the new vocabulary contains the terms of the previous one plus the
next top terms in the ranking queue. The second criterion ranks the terms based
on the weights of the weighting scheme and will be discussed in details later.

As shown in the chart 6.2(a) tf · idf2 using cosine similarity metric exhibits
better results than the rest, no matter the number of dimensions. The chart 6.2(b)
indicates that cosine similarity metric of tf · idf2 has better results than the other
distance metrics.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of weighting schemes & distance metrics, sample III

The cosine similarity metric is usually used for high dimensional data, where
data points are sparse vectors. While Euclidean distance is useful in low dimen-
sions, it does not work as well in high dimensions. Euclidean metric calculates
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the distance between two data points based on all the terms even on the missing
ones, considering missing and present terms of equal importance. However, in high
dimensions, the presence is more important than the absence of a term, provided
that most of the data points are sparse vectors (not full). That limitation is being
overcome by the cosine similarity where the dot product and thus the angle among
the existing attributes specify their proximity.

Furthermore we note that increasing the dimensions over 500 has no signi�cant
bene�t, while less than 500 results to many zero weighting vectors.

A di�erent ranking criterion of the terms is used to compare the weighting
schemes. The terms are ranked in descending mode based on their weights given
by the weighting schemes. Only the �rst two schemes, tf · idf and okapi, can
participate in the comparison as they assign a global weight to each term. On the
other hand, metrics tf · idf2 and okapi2 may assign di�erent weights for the same
term according to the frequency occurrence of the term in the given tweet. Figure
6.3 depicts that tf · idf2 has a better discriminative behaviour than okapi2.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of weighting schemes, sample III

In the rest of our study we perform all of the experiments based on the best
clustering parameters found. We select tf · idf2 for the weighting representation,
cosine similarity for distance calculations and the 500 most frequent words in the
corpus with the highest document frequency values.
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6.2 Cluster's Properties

In this section we study the properties of the clusters having already estimated
the best clustering parameters. The fundamental properties of a cluster are the
cluster's centroid and its shape. We prove for both of them, utilizing statistical
learning methods, that they evolve over time with the centroid moving in space
and shape shrinking around it. We exploit two di�erent sliding window techniques
highlighting their advantages in order to prove our argument and discuss the im-
portance of that evolution for the clustering algorithms. In the �rst subsection we
focus on the centroid trajectory, while in the next we discuss the evolution of the
shape and its shrinkage.

6.2.1 Centroid Trajectory

The centroid is a representative point that summarizes the contents of the cluster
and de�nes a geometric center of the cluster's shape. It is not necessarily member
of the dataset and the most common technique to de�ne its value is by calculating
the mean of the cluster's data points. It can be easily declared in a static and a-
priori known dataset, but has to be incrementally updated in an online clustering
procedure. The usage of centroid contributes to the e�ciency of the clustering
procedure as it reduces the comparisons of the incoming object with all the cluster's
points to one, that of centroid.

In the context of our problem, the centroid includes the mean of the weights
of the most representative words (with the highest dfwi). Therefore, the study of
centroid trajectory semantics reveals the evolution of the representative points and
thus the evolution of the topic's vocabulary. A non signi�cant movement of the
centroid indicates a static topic summary of an already shaped public opinion where
the most representative words are repeated in the same volume of posts and are
of the same weighting importance. On the other hand, a shift of centroid shows a
di�erentiation in discussion over time with some words obtaining and other missing
their signi�cance. Thus, the vocabulary of the users changes as the time progresses
forcing the centroid to move in its multi-dimensional space. Centroid evolution is
an interesting property of the cluster and a critical parameter of devising proper
algorithm for the given clustering problem.

Our hypothesis states that by updating the centroid with the new incoming
points its position changes dynamically in space and time in a way that it is unlikely
to have occurred by chance. For the purpose of proving our hypothesis and deciding
for the statistical signi�cance of centroid evolution we perform statistical hypothesis
tests over the three samples. The experiments are done using two variations of
the sliding window technique, i.e. counted based and time-based sliding windows.
Furthermore, we hypothesize that the evolution occurs even with the use of dynamic
weighting schemes. Thus, we apply the statistical hypothesis tests over the bursT
[21] dynamic weighting scheme using time-based sliding windows.
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Count-based Sliding Window

Assume that a data stream consists of a set of multidimensional points p1, ..., pi, ...
arriving at time stamps t1, ..., ti, ... and pi = (pi1...p

i
d). In the count-based sliding

window model, only the most recent N records are considered at any time, where
N is the size of the window. The most recent N records are called active and the
rest are called expired records which no longer contribute to the clustering. In the
case of our experiments, we introduce a slip step where nstep number of new points
are added to the window, while the �rst nstep are dropped out. Figure 6.4 shows
the contents of the count-based sliding window of a continuous posts stream for
two time points (Ti, Ti+1).

Figure 6.4: A continuous post stream using count-based sliding window

In the �rst part of our experiments we consider nstep equals to N . Thus, we
split the samples into partitions M1, ...,Mk of �xed size windows. For each set
of di�erent partitions we hypothesize that the cluster's centroid of Mi and Mj ,
i < j <= k and i 6= j, are equal. Then, we apply a two-sample Hotelling's
T-squared test [77] to compare the independence of the two populations.

Speci�cally, for each sample we select the thematic area of the highest volume
of posts (i.e. Libya for sample I) and partition it into segments of maximum 2.000
tweets. Then, we use the �rst partition for initializing the tf · idf2 representation
scheme and the rest to compute the empirical distribution of Hotelling's T-squared
statistic.

The two samples Hotelling's T-squared test is de�ned in equation 6.9. It in-
volves the computation of di�erences in the sample mean vectors (M̄1 − M̄2). It
also involves a calculation of the pooled variance-covariance matrix (Sp) as de�ned
in 6.10. The symbols n1, n2 refer to the size of the two partitions respectively.

T 2 =
n1n2
n1 + n2

∗ (M̄1 − M̄2) ∗ S−1p ∗ (M̄1 − M̄2)
′ (6.9)

Sp =
(n1 − 1) ∗ cov(M1) + (n2 − 1) ∗ cov(M2)

n1 + n2 − 2
(6.10)

A two sample permutation test is carried out to give a simple way to compute
the sampling distribution for the T-squared statistic, under the strong null hy-
pothesis that the di�erent partitions have absolutely no e�ect on the centroid. The
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permutation principle states that the permutation distribution is an appropriate
reference distribution for determining the p-value of a test and deciding whether or
not a test is statistically signi�cant. To estimate the permutation distribution of
the test statistic we use Mi,Mi+1 generated under the strong null hypothesis. In
our experiment the null hypothesis claims that the centroids ofMi,Mi+1 are equal.
In the case that the null hypothesis is true, changing the exposure ofMi data points
would have no e�ect on the outcome. By randomly shu�ing the exposures many
data sets are produced forming the permutation distribution of T-square statistic.
In our case, 1.000 permutations are performed using 500 degrees of freedom (cor-
responding to 500 dimensions). Under the assumption that the null hypothesis is
true the shu�ed data sets should look like the original data, di�erent otherwise.
The ranking of the real test statistic T0 among the shu�ed test statistics gives a
p-value. The extracted p-values, regardless the sample or the combination of parti-
tions, indicate that the probability to meet more extreme values than the observed
statistic T0 over the original data is zero. Thus, the hypothesis of centroid equality
can be safely rejected. The cluster's centroid evolves over time in a statistically
signi�cant way.

The estimated distribution of the T-squared statistic as well as the statistic of
the original data (T0) and p-value are shown in Figures 6.5, 6.6, 6.7 for the varying
partitions of each sample.
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Figure 6.5: Hotelling's T-squared test, sample I, topic: 'Libya'
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Figure 6.6: Hotelling's T-squared test, sample II, topic: 'Libya'
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Figure 6.7: Hotelling's T-squared test, sample III, topic: 'Japan'

Conceptually the statistically signi�cant di�erence of the centroids of the dif-
ferent partitions signi�es that the distances between the representative words of
the di�erent clusters increase. An increment of distance means that the weights
of the words change and thus their importance evolves. Some words are now ap-
peared more signi�cant in the discussion while others are weaker because of no
frequent occurrence. The contribution of the terms in the discussion change over
time. Moreover, the movement of centroid has a great impact on the clustering
algorithms. Prototypical algorithms (section 2.2) do not take into consideration a
probable move of the cluster's centroid. They primarily focus on �nding the near-
est neighbours inside a prede�ned area of a circle assuming that the centroid has
a constant position in space and time. Stream-oriented algorithms (section 4.1)
adjust their centroid by fading the terms weights as time passes. However, the ad-
justment of the centroid is a consequence of the usage of the time fading function.
They do not consider the parameters a�ecting the evolution of the centroid that
depend on the characteristics of the stream.

In order to better understand the movement of the centroid we plot in three
dimensions (Figure 6.8) the centroids of the varying partitions (i.e. c1, c2, ..) and
lines among them to visualize the trajectory. The reduction of the multidimensional
centroid into 3-D was achieved by performing a classical multidimensional scaling
[78] producing a low maximum relative error. On the other hand, the reduction of
the clusters points into 3-D produces a high relative error revealing the weakness
of the method to �nd a good low-dimensional reconstruction. Thus, we experience
a lack of getting a sense of how near or far points are from each other and from
centroid.

The study of the centroid inside the count-based sliding window model of tstep
equals to N reveals a shift of topic interest. Nevertheless, the experiment gives no
intuition on when this evolution happens. The temporal parameter can be deter-
mined in two ways; by �nding the minimum tweets needed to bring the evolution
of centroid and discover the corresponding best time window. Each of the two
perspectives are discussed.
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Figure 6.8: Centroid trajectory in 3D of the three samples

In the next step, the Hotelling's T-squared statistical test is performed using
sliding windows of size N=2.000 tweets for various values of slip step nstep and
1.000 permutations. The �rst sliding window is utilized to determine the terms of
the vocabulary. Inside the rest sliding windows the weights of the top 500 words are
recomputed. The table 6.2 summarizes the results for the set of the three samples
when nstep >= 200. The table demonstrates the range of the p-values extracted
from the execution of the statistical test for each two sliding windows.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

nstep = 200 1 1 [0, 1]
nstep = 300 [0.694, 1] [0.994, 1] [0, 1]
nstep = 400 [0, 0.976] [0, 1] [0, 0.994]
nstep = 500 0 [0, 0.178] [0, 0.356]
nstep ≥ 600 0 0 0

Table 6.2: Hotelling p-values for di�erent values of nstep

For the �rst sample we note that for less than 200 new added tweets in the
sliding window the centroid has no statistically signi�cant change (p-value=1).
The new tweets are slightly a�ecting the position of the centroid and the evolution
of the vocabulary. On the other hand, the increase of the new incoming tweets
to 300 reduces the certainty of unequal centroids indicating a higher a�ection to
the centroid evolution. Nevertheless, the centroids still appear equals until the
increase of nstep to 400. This is a turning point as some pairs of partitions appear
with signi�cant di�erent centroids and some others with equal. Speci�cally, four
out of twelve pairs of partitions appear with statistically signi�cant di�erence of
centroids while the rest present equality. For nstep greater than 500 the di�erence
among centroids becomes permanent.

Almost the same behaviour is met in the second sample. For the values of
nstep equal to 400 or 500 there exist partitions of p-value below the statistical
signi�cant level of 0.05. Speci�cally, for nstep = 400 only two pairs of partitions
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appear evolution of centroid. This number increases to eight out of nine pairs of
partitions with p-value < 0.05 for nstep = 500. The stabilization of p-value to zero
comes when nstep is greater or equal than 600. The growing number of pairs with p-
value < 0.05 indicates that increasing the number of incoming tweets and thus the
amount of information leads to identi�cation of centroid evolution. Particularly,
some pairs of sliding windows appear to be more sensitive to the evolution of the
centroid and they have already adapted the changes of the vocabulary predicting
the upcoming evolution.

The third sample has statistically signi�cant di�erent centroids for nstep > 600
and for some only pairs of sliding windows where nstep is less or equal to 500.
Equal centroids are met only for small values of nstep, less or equal to 50. The
third sample concerns the topic Japan where the evolution of centroid is observed
in some windows even with the addition of very few points.

An interesting aspect of the count-based window model is that each window
corresponds to di�erent time interval spanning from few hours to several weeks. For
instance, the �rst sample with nstep = 500 is divided into time windows of minimum
two days to maximum nineteen days. The new 500 incoming tweets correspond to
an interval of �ve hours to six days. Thus, the percentage of fresh content inside
the window that forces the centroid's evolution varies in 6-38%. Respectively, the
time interval of the second sample for nstep = 600 is 1.5 hour to one day with the
duration of the new content being 20 minutes to 15 hours (19-86% of fresh tweets).
Last but not least, the third sample of nstep = 600 spans from two to four days
with the new content between 14-42 hours long (27-42% of freshness).

To conclude the count-based sliding window model reveals that there is a min-
imum number (threshold) of tweets that bring the evolution of the centroid. The
right selection of the slip step size (nstep) is a critical parameter for quickly detect-
ing the centroid's movement. On the other hand, a poor value of that threshold can
lead to misleading assumptions. The selection of the best value for nstep depends
on the parameters a�ecting the evolution of the centroid, which is an issue under
consideration. In an intuitive and theoretical level, among the factors that a�ect
the evolution of the centroid may be the number of users talking about a topic, as
well as how many new events arise contributing to the discussion. The dispersion
of a topic (local or global interest) may accelerate or slow down the evolution of the
vocabulary. Furthermore, the existence of a high number of re-tweets appearing
in di�erent windows may delay the evolution. In order to prove our assumptions,
it is necessary to examine all the possible parameters of a�ecting the centroid in a
more systematic way. This perspective is beyond the scope of this thesis and is an
open issue for future work.

A main advantage of the count-based sliding window model is that it allows
the processing of the data in batches and gives memory and time guarantees. It
is a convenient technique for the clustering algorithm especially when dealing with
on-line massive data.

In the next subsection we experiment on the time-based sliding windows and
discuss the results of the centroid's evolution statistical tests.
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Time-Based Sliding Window

Assume that a data stream consists of a set of multidimensional points p1, ..., pi, ...
arriving at time stamps t1, ..., ti, ... and pi = (pi1...p

i
d). In our time window model,

the windowMi starts at time ti and ends at time tj so that the time interval tj− ti
of the active points inside the window corresponds to a constant value ∆t at any
time. The points that exceed the �xed length of time window are deleted from the
memory. We introduce a slip step tstep as a time interval during which new points
are added to the window and the oldest are removed, so that the time interval of
the window remains constant.

In order to detect the evolution of centroid over time and extract a result of the
minimum time interval needed for the evolution, the Hotelling T-squared statistical
test is applied over the three samples using the time-based sliding window model.
First, we assign tstep equal to ∆t and use the �rst time window of each sample for
the initialization of the vocabulary. The top 500 words, based on the document
frequency metric (dfwi), are extracted. Inside the rest time windows the weights
of the top 500 words are reassigned. For each sample, the time interval is selected
based on an intuitive trade-o� between the time period of the collection and its
arrival rate.

For the �rst sample a period of one month is used to construct the time windows.
The number of tweets in each time window di�ers based on the topic arrival rate.
For example, |M1| = 2.250, |M2| = 6.696, |M3| = 660 and |M4| = 165. The
�rst window M1 is used to determine the vocabulary, by extracting the top 500
words. Figures 6.9 show that there is a statistically signi�cant di�erence of the
centroids for ∆t = 1month. The probability to meet the observed statistic T0 in
the estimated distribution is zero. Thus, a collection of one month data leads to
the evolution of the vocabulary and conceptually to a statistically signi�cant topic
shifting. The focus of the discussion is changing with Twitter users di�erentiating
their vocabulary and arguments.
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Figure 6.9: Hotelling's T-squared test over time windows, sample I
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The second sample is selected during the bursty days (±1day from the day of
the highest arrival rate) of the topic 'Libya' and is divided into time windows of
∆t = 1day with size |M1| = 4.197, |M2| = 3.133 and |M3| = 1.557. The �rst time
window M1 is again used to determine the vocabulary. The statistical comparison
of the rest two time windows (Figure 6.10) shows a statistically signi�cant change
of centroid, proving that for the given sample only one day's data are su�cient for
the evolution of the centroid and thus of the vocabulary. The topic of conversation
changes in a rapid way, from one day to another, with users discussing the breaking
news of the topic and contributing to the discussion with new facts and comments.
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Figure 6.10: Hotelling's T-squared test over time windows, sample II

The third sample spans a period of 13 days and is separated into windows of
∆t = 1day and size in the range [71, 996]. Figure 6.11 illustrates the statistic
distribution of the di�erent windows for sample III. The Hotelling's T-squared
statistic test results in signi�cant evolution of the cluster's centroid for each two
sequential windows. Although the topic is not collected during its bursty period it
also appears a quick topic conversation shifting.

The experiments so far clarify a movement of centroid proving that a statisti-
cally signi�cant evolution is observed from one time window to another. In order
to obtain a better understanding on the minimum time needed for detecting the
evolution we tune the values of the slip step (tstep) updating the contents of the
window with new incoming tweets of di�erent time duration.

We perform the Hotelling T-squared test using a constant time window (∆t) for
each sample. In particular, for the �rst sample the size corresponds to one month
and for the rest two samples to one day, as de�ned in the previous experiment.
The varying values of tstep are shown in Table 6.3.

The thematic shift of the �rst sample can be observed earlier in time com-
pared to the previous experiment, with the addition of �fteen days data instead
of a month. The Twitterers seem to discuss about the topic for a long period by
repeating part of the initial arguments and opinions. The vocabulary of the �rst
month is almost static, appearing great similarity with the discussion of the up-
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Figure 6.11: Hotelling's T-squared test over time windows, sample III
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coming tweets of the �rst half of the next month. The topic has no statistically
signi�cant evolution and no new events appear in reality. Nevertheless, the vocab-
ulary is inevitably di�erentiated when comparing the di�erence between periods of
high time distance.

For the second sample the evolution is captured even with tstep = 12h revealing
that in a period of two days the users create and add new content to the network
every few hours a�ecting the initial subject. The topic seems to be particularly
active with new events being added to the topic. The users modify their vocabulary
making the vocabulary of the previous few hours unrepresentative.

The third sample follows the same behaviour with the second but with lower
centroid evolution rate. Although this sample is not collected around its bursty
period it seems to be quickly in�uenced by the real-life breaking news. Twitters
adapt their terminology to the new events quickly a�ecting the trajectory of the
centroid. It is already observed that after the earthquake and tsunami struck in
Japan many citizens used the Twitter as a news media or to express their feelings.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

tstep = 1h [0,1] 1
tstep = 12h 1 0 [0, 0.995]
tstep = 24h [0, 1] 0 0
tstep = 1week [0, 1]
tstep = 15days 0
tstep = 1month 0

Table 6.3: Hotelling p-values for di�erent values of tstep

To conclude, tracking the trajectory of the centroid extracts valuable knowledge
on the evolution of a topic. It provides a way to infer the stagnation or evolution of
a topic, based on the users discussion and variation of their sayings. In addition, it
provides the clustering algorithms with an additional knowledge in order to adjust
their parameters and capture the trend of the stream.

Furthermore, the usage of the time-based sliding window model gives the advan-
tage of tuning the data freshness and study the behaviour of varying size windows.
The duration of the slip step of the window tstep is a critical parameter for the
model as it sets the time sensitivity for the evolution detection. A low time inter-
val can lead to the ignorance of the centroid movement and to the weakness of a
clustering algorithm to absorb the evolution and adjust its own cluster centroid.
The failure of the clustering algorithm to track the centroid trajectory reduces the
quality of the results. The algorithm fails to detect a new subtopic and its relevant
content as well as to adapt to the evolving content. A high time interval increases
the sensitivity of the centroid tracking, but can not capture the intermediate steps
that led to the displacement. From the perspective of a clustering algorithm, with
no concern of capturing the evolution, a high value of tstep will lead to the creation
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of new clusters without aware of the common topic.

Dynamic Weighting Model

The experiments performed so far suppose a static environment where the most
representative features are extracted from an a-priori known corpus. In addition,
the weights of the terms do not re�ect the stream evolution as they do not change
dynamically. In fact, in a realistic scenario the tweets arrive dynamically and their
importance change over time. A key challenging issue of mining such social textual
streams is how to analyse the real-time distributed messages and extract signi�cant
features of them in a dynamic environment.

In order to tackle these challenges we performed the Hotelling's T-squared
statistic test using a dynamic weighting scheme, proposed in [21], with time-based
sliding windows. The intuition behind bursT weighting method is to penalize the
uninformative words that occur frequently with low burstiness (i.e. haha, lol)
or very rarely (i.e. oral words) and highlight those that have higher burst than
expectation within a certain range of document frequency.

The bursT weighting formula is presented in details in section 2.1.3 and the
main equation is shown in 6.11. The BSw,t (Burst Score) factor captures the words
burstiness and TOPw,t (Term Occurrence Probability) represents the probability
of the word occurrence in the sliding window.

weightw,t = BSw,t ∗ TOPw,t (6.11)

In our experimental set-up we use the 500 words, from the set of 2.000 �rstly met
tweets, of the top document frequency (dfwt) value to initialize the vocabulary. We
set the length (∆t) of the time-based sliding window to a month or day (depending
on the sample) and test on varying values of the slip step tstep. The arrival time
of the tweets are assigned with accuracy of a minute, i.e. tweets arrived with less
than 60 seconds di�erence are assigned with the same timestamp.

Table 6.4 summarizes the range of the p-values extracted from the statistic test
for all the time-based windows. We will comment on the results in reverse order of
the samples appearance.

For the third sample, mentioned before for its highly evolving centroid, the
experiments conclude to a non statistically signi�cant evolution for some of the
time-based sliding windows. To explain the results we need to discuss the dynamic
weighting scheme. The weighting method absorbs the evolution of the centroid
by penalizing the words that are no more active and increasing those that are
currently in use. This behaviour causes the centroid to re-adjust its position in
a statistically insigni�cant way. Unlike before, the centroid's stagnation is not
translated as non-development of the topic but it is due to the dynamic weighting
scheme. Nevertheless, there are still sliding windows with centroids that di�er sig-
ni�cantly, indicating that the dynamic weighting scheme can not fully compensate
the changes and keep the centroid constant in space over time.
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On the other hand, the second sample results in a statistically signi�cant cen-
troid inequality. The sample II has been collected during its bursty period setting
the dynamic weighting scheme capable of capturing the burstiness. The �rst factor
of bursT, BSw,t, assumes an arrival rate of the word w at time t greater than its
expectation value, which is a valid scenario of an upcoming topic. The weighting
scheme tends to increase the importance of the evolving terms forcing the centroid
to move.

The sample I has a time delay on detecting the statistically signi�cant evolution
of the centroid compared to the previous experiment of static weighting. Similar
to the third sample, its centroid is being re-adjusted by the dynamic weighting in
most of the cases.

Sample I
(∆t = 1mon)

Sample II
(∆t = 1day)

Sample III
(∆t = 1day)

tstep = 1h 0 [0.051, 1]
tstep = 12h [0, 1] 0 [0, 0.997]
tstep = 24h [0, 1] 0 [0, 0.179]
tstep = 1week [0, 1]
tstep = 15days [0, 0.255]
tstep = 1month 0

Table 6.4: Hotelling p-values for di�erent values of tstep for bursT method

Conclusions & Comparison of Window Models

Before the discussion of the cluster's shape evolution, we can summarize the dis-
cussion so far o�ering some valuable conclusions. Firstly, we mention that all three
samples resulted in centroid movement over time. This movement indicates a shift
of users interest over time expressed with the usage of di�erent vocabulary and ter-
minology. An unavoidable result of each conversation is the di�erentiation of the
arguments over time and the addition of new words. The moment of the evolution
and how quickly it appears is an intrinsic feature of the dataset depending on a
variety of parameters that is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the �rst
observation is that the topics of high burstiness tend to change their representative
words in a short period in order to capture the real-life breaking news.

Both of the sliding window models proved to be proper for capturing the cen-
troid evolution. Each one is oriented in di�erent application requirements, with the
�rst providing memory guarantees and the second easy tuning of data freshness.
Both of them need a proper selection of the slip step in order to quickly detect the
centroid's movement. Furthermore, the bursT dynamic weighting scheme tends to
re-adjust the terms weights of the centroid encapsulating the evolution. However,
it produces centroids of statistically signi�cant di�erence capturing very quickly
the shift of interest.
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6.2.2 Shape Evolution

Another aspect of the cluster's properties is the change of shape in time. Most
of the traditional algorithms imply a structure on data. For example, k-means [1]
supposes a spherical shape where points distances from centroid are minimized.
The same assumption applies for DBScan algorithm [31] where the spherical clus-
ters are synthesized into tubes of spheres. Therefore, the knowledge of cluster's
shape and its dynamic evolution is a key for setting the speci�cations of a clustering
algorithm.

The shape of the cluster gives a notion of points distance from the centroid. An
almost constant shape of non signi�cant evolution reveals a cluster where people
discuss about a topic with the same interest over time using the same represen-
tative vocabulary. On the other hand, an evolving shape indicates a discrepancy
between the discussed topic in the past and in current moment. An expansion of
shape means that the points are getting away from the centroid and simultaneously
increase their between distance. There are opinions that is far from the average and
discordant views among users. A shrinkage of the cluster's shape shows that the
users tend to agree with each other and are shrunk around the same vocabulary. A
representative opinion expresses the majority of users. The above analysis is stud-
ied in this subsection where the shape evolves in space and time simultaneously
with the centroid.

First, we study the histogram of distances from cluster's centroid for the dif-
ferent windows of a topic for �xed size length of 2.000 tweets. The various colors
in Figure 6.12 depict the di�erent probability distributions of the distances from
centroid for every window. We observe a modi�cation of the distribution over time
for all the samples and a tendency for shrinkage around the centroid. Particularly,
the �rst windowM2 of each topic presented in the background with red color tends
to shrink over time leading to the distribution of the foreground M5 (M4 for sam-
ple III). The variance measure of the distributions reduces over time distinguishing
the di�erent probabilities. In the next subsection, we study the statistical impor-
tance of shape modi�cation over the two sliding window models and the practical
importance for the algorithms.
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Figure 6.12: Histogram of distances from cluster's centroid over time
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Count-based Sliding Window

In order to support our assumption of shape modi�cation we divide our samples into
partitions using the same method with the study of centroid (section 6.2.1) and we
compute the two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic test. Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic test compares two di�erent distributions under the null hypothesis that
they arrive from the same continuous distribution. The statistic is de�ned as:

Dn,n′ = supx|F1,n(x)− F2,n′(x)| (6.12)

where F1,n, F2,n′ are the empirical distribution functions of the �rst and the
second partition respectively. The supx is the supremum of the set of distances. In
mathematics, given a subset S of a totally or partially ordered set T, the supremum
(sup) of S, if it exists, is the least element of T that is greater than or equal to
every element of S.

We hypothesize that every two distributions of the varying partitions di�er in a
statistically signi�cant way and thus the shape evolves in time. We use count-based
sliding windows of length ∆t = 2.000, cosine similarity metric and slip step nstep
equals to ∆t. Table 6.5 summarizes the observed statistics and the corresponding
p-values (p0). The values of p0 is always above the statistical signi�cance level (>
0.05) showing a statistically signi�cant change in shape of all the windows of each
sample.

The statistically signi�cant change of shapes over time indicates the plurality
of users opinions. As time passes users change their point of view. Sometimes they
tend to agree with one representative opinion forcing the data points to approach
the centroid of the cluster. They also tend to agree with each other with the
majority of people embrace a common opinion and share a common feeling about
a topic. This behaviour makes the data points of the cluster to approach each other
and the shape to shrink. On the other hand, an expansion of the cluster depicts a
topic of highly varying opinions with people disagree with each other.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

M2 −M3
T0 = 0.3175 T0 = 0.479000 T0 = 0.094547
p0 = 1.1395e− 88 p0 = 2.8296e−201 p0 = 3.0178e− 8

M3 −M4
T0 = 0.2255 T0 = 0.2125 T0 = 0.300830
p0 = 6.1300e− 45 p0 = 5.9143e− 40 p0 = 7.4871e− 65

M4 −M5
T0 = 0.288127 T0 = 0.149429
p0 = 1.1093e− 68 p0 = 1.9146e− 12

Table 6.5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for the count-based window model

So far the study of the cluster's shape proved to result in cluster evolution.
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However, two issues remain to be answered; the �rst deals with the time on which
the evolution happened and the second the increase or reduction of shape's density.

In the purpose of studying the time parameter of the evolution we test our hy-
pothesis on di�erent values of slip step nstep. We apply the two-sample Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test with ∆t = 2.000. Table 6.6 summarizes the range of the p-values of
every window for each value of nstep.

For the �rst sample, when the addition of new points are greater than or equal to
400, the p-values are below the signi�cance level of 0.05 and thus the shape evolves
in a statistically signi�cant way. For less than 400 new tweets there are windows
that their shape statistically di�ers and windows of the same shape distribution.
The addition of 400 new points causes the evolution of shape which is earlier
detected that the evolution of centroid. The Twitter users tend to di�erentiate
their opinions over time and then a�ecting the representative words of the centroid.

The second sample evolves in shape with the addition of 400 new points but has
no statistically signi�cant evolution with the addition of less than 400. Further-
more, the addition of 500 new points results in a statistically signi�cant evolution
of all the windows except one. The same points in the window of nstep = 400 also
received a relative high p-value but below the signi�cance level.

The partitions of the third sample evolve in shape with the addition of more
than 400 new points. It is worth mentioning that the evolution of shape happens
earlier in time than the movement of centroid. The cluster �rst changes its shape
and then moves its centroid.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

nstep = 200 [1.11767e −
15, 0.15762]

[5.44436e −
20, 0.860046]

[4.48313e −
244, 0.97717]

nstep = 300 [2.56614e −
28, 0.100643]

[6.93591e −
14, 0.194395]

[1.10690e −
268, 0.573835]

nstep = 400 [3.47571e −
26, 0.0032002]

[6.13003e −
45, 0.00500738]

[0, 0.0272378]

nstep = 500 [5.00745e −
32, 9.37744e− 8]

[7.34041e −
32, 0.344326]

[2.07551e −
285, 0.00141138]

nstep = 600 [2.7981e −
25, 4.2640e− 8]

[5.7879e −
312, 5.3425e− 5]

Table 6.6: Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values for di�erent values of nstep
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Time-based Sliding Window

The window model used in subsection 6.2.1 is also applied for the study of shape
evolution. The selected time window's length is one month, one day and one day
for each sample respectively. In the simple concept where the slip step tstep is equal
to the window length ∆t = 2.000, we observe (Table 6.7) that the shape evolves
no matter the sample or the window.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

M2 −M3
T0 = 0.2919 T0 = 0.2023 Less than 0.05
p0 = 2.41244e−45 p0 = 1.1474e− 37 for all partitions

M3 −M4
T0 = 0.2621
p0 = 1.75698e− 8

Table 6.7: Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results for the time-based window model

In order to obtain a better understanding we present in Table 6.8 the range
of p-values for the various time-based windows applying di�erent values to tstep.
Finally, we conclude that the evolution of shape is detected earlier in time in some
cases than that of the centroid.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

tstep = 1h [4.05784e −
40, 0.998776]

[8.89429e− 14, 1]

tstep = 12h [2.42101e− 25, 1] [1.62261e −
227, 7.33766e−11]

[1.03743e −
20, 0.226018]

tstep = 24h [1.92449e− 47, 1] 1.16944e− 246 [9.67800e −
25, 3.22345e− 3]

tstep = 1week [1.97626e −
323, 0.465112]

tstep = 15days [0, 2.43556e− 4]

tstep = 1month [7.59122e −
42, 2.52365e− 24]

Table 6.8: Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values for di�erent values of tstep

The �rst sample detects the variation of users opinions with the addition of
tweets corresponding to one week while the centroid shift is captured with the
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addition of �fteen days data. For the rest two samples the detection of shape is
achieved at the same slip step with that of the centroid.

Dynamic Weighting Model

The dynamic weighting model of bursT is also used for testing our initial hypothesis
of shape equality over time where the terms are weighted based on their arrival
rate and probability occurrence. The size window length is also set to ∆t = 2000
as described in the experimental settings of 6.2.1.

The dynamic weighting re-positions the points of the cluster in a way that
the shape changes in an insigni�cant way in some of the cases. Speci�cally, the
evolution of centroid for the sample I is captured when tstep = 15days appearing
the same behaviour with the static weighting scheme of tf · idf2. For the sample
II the addition of twelve hours tweets causes modi�cation of the shape verifying
the results of the previous experiment. On the contrast, no modi�cation of shape
is observed for the third sample which was captured early with the usage of static
weighting.

Sample I Sample II Sample III

tstep = 1h [4.00706e −
41, 0.104821]

[1.31377e −
3, 0.999954]

tstep = 12h [4.19649e −
30, 0.999125]

[2.96414e −
42, 8.27652e− 5]

[8.35308e −
6, 0.119138]

tstep = 24h [8.32224e −
26, 0.999966]

8.24307e− 111 [1.39173e −
3, 0.533157]

tstep = 1week [1.47527e −
19, 0.131928]

tstep = 15days [2.1994e −
21, 9.64815e− 4]

tstep = 1month [6.9765e −
18, 5.1034e− 13]

Table 6.9: Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-values for di�erent values of tstep for bursT
method
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6.2.3 Shape Recognition

By studying the clusters in di�erent windows, we have seen that their centroid is
moving in space and simultaneously their shape is transformed. The next issue
being under consideration deals with clusters' density and their tendency to shrink
or expand. The discovery of cluster's shape tendency and characteristics of change
will give a better understanding of the cluster's behaviour.

The �gure 6.13 shows the variation of distances from centroid for the di�erent
partitions of �xed size windows (∆t = nstep = 2000) for each sample. The vocabu-
lary is extracted as the top 500 terms of the �rst test-window, which is also depicted
in the chart. Hence, in the �rst time period of the �rst two samples (M1,M2) the
clusters tend to expand while after the second sliding window the clusters shrink
over time reducing their volume. In the �rst period tweets are diverse with users
expressing higher discrepancy of opinions compared with the latest periods. On
the other hand, within the following sliding windows the points are approaching
each other inside the cluster and move towards their centroid. A possible expla-
nation of this behaviour outlines that tweets appear a great similarity among each
other with common vocabulary and words of the same contribution. Thus, as time
progresses Twitters shape a common opinion and their arguments are converging.
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Figure 6.13: Variance of distances from cluster's centroid, constant FS

A signi�cant observation in the behaviour of the clusters over time is the ex-
istence of a �xed feature space. The aforementioned experiments are performed
over points that their weights concern only the terms belonging to the pre-de�ned
feature space of the �rst test data window (M1). The new terms arriving over time
are not encompassed in the centroid and are not considered in the evolution. Thus,
the shrinkage of the clusters' shape might have been caused due the lack of repre-
sentative terms. So far, we can claim that the users tend to experience the usage
of a core vocabulary but we need to test if the consideration of the new upcoming
terms within each sliding window causes a probable expand of the shape.
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In the purpose of studying the behaviour of the cluster's shape for a non con-
stant feature space, we extract the top 500 terms based on the highest dfwi metric
for each sliding window. Figure 6.14 illustrates that even for an adjustable feature
space the behaviour of the clusters is similar. Therefore, we can state that users
tend to agree with each other as time progresses, sharing a common opinion.
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Figure 6.14: Variance of distances from cluster's centroid, non constant FS

Furthermore, the usage of an adaptable feature space causes a stronger shrink-
age of clusters' shape than that of a static feature space. Figure 6.15 facilitates
the assessment of this observation as it depicts the variance of points from centroid
over time for the constant and for the adjustable feature space of each sample. We
mention that the curve of the points variance for the non-constant feature space
is always above the curve of the constant feature space for all the samples. This
observation denotes that reconsidering the feature space and thus resulting in more
representative terms, we result in more compact clusters and we can safely predict
the convergence of users opinions.
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(b)
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Figure 6.15: Points variance from centroid for constant and non-constant feature
space
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Chapter 7

Conclusions & Future Work

In this thesis we have tackled the problem of providing a methodological framework
for statistical analysis of User Generated Content (UGC) produced in social media
that considers the peculiarities of the social text streams exhibited in reality. The
low quality posts, the heterogeneous topics that range from personal stories to
breaking news and the evolving nature of the social text stream are encompassed
in the peculiarities, deteriorating the poor clustering quality results of several well-
known algorithms. In particular, within the scope of our dataset we have evidence
for each of the following conclusions.

• The widely used tf · idf weighting scheme for document clustering exhibits
limitations over the short posts of social streams with the factor of tf ranging
in [0, 3]. We showed that using a variation of this scheme, the tf · idf2, we
result in a weighting representation of better discriminative ability among
the clusters. Furthermore, the distance metric of cosine similarity has a
better behaviour in a high dimensional space than other distance metrics
(e.g. euclidean), as it considers the similarity on the existed terms and not
on the absence of them.

• The centroid of the cluster within a pre-de�ned tag evolves in a multi-
dimensional space over time in a statistically signi�cant way, illustrating a
modi�cation of the representative vocabulary and thus a shift of users' in-
terest in the discussed topic. Several clustering algorithms (e.g. denStream)
reconsider the position of the centroid by decaying its terms over time. Nev-
ertheless, the parameters a�ecting the movement of centroid are not limited
in the time progression but are intrinsic characteristics of the topic. In par-
ticular, topics of high burstiness in terms tend to evolve earlier in time as
the importance of their terms signi�cantly change forcing the vocabulary to
evolve.

• A dynamic weighting scheme (bursT) was used to capture the bursty nature
of the stream, favouring the terms of higher arrival rate than expectation.
The experiments depicted that when dealing with a bursty topic using the

81
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bursT method the movement of centroid is captured earlier in time compared
with the static weighting. On the other hand, the evolution of centroid for
topics of lower burstiness spanning in a longer period is not re�ected from the
dynamic scheme. Instead, it is adjusting the weights of the clusters' points
in a way that it absorbs the evolution of the vocabulary.

• The evolution of centroid utilizing di�erent techniques of sliding windows
(count-based and time-based) bene�ts the clustering procedure by either pro-
viding memory guarantees or easy tuning of data freshness. We showed that
there exists a threshold either referring to the number of new incoming tweets
or to a time parameter above which the evolution is detected. The selection
of the threshold is a critical issue for the algorithms as a low value can lead to
the evolution ignorance and thus to no re-adjustment of the centroid, while
a high value to the creation of too many clusters of the same topic without
thematic relation among them.

• The shape of the cluster tends to evolve statistically signi�cant over time
indicating the users' opinion convergence or discrepancy within a topic. We
showed that all the clusters, regardless the topic, are shrinking around the
centroid as time progresses. The reduction of clusters' density is observed
even with an adjustable feature space over the sliding windows, illustrating
the propensity of the users to converge around a public opinion and �nally
agree with each other.

Several directions for future work are considered in order to support the analysis of
social text streams and understand the behaviour of the existed social text stream-
oriented clustering algorithms.

The �rst research aspect deals with the generalization of the aforementioned
statements beyond the narrow limits of our collection of the pre-de�ned tags. The
scalability of the extracted results can be provided by the analysis of a broader set
of data arriving from the UGC stream.

Another interesting direction for future exploration is the illustration of several
clustering algorithms' weaknesses to adjust the analysed clusters to the peculiarities
of social text streams and improve their clustering results. Our preliminary �ndings
on the clustering algorithms, motivated us to study the nature of the stream, can
be further examined to shape a better understanding of the algorithms' limitations.

As a �nal but equally important aspect, we consider the exploitation of the
extracted knowledge by devising a specialized machine learning algorithm that will
be able to adjust its centroid and shape on-the-�y adapted to the dynamic nature
of the social stream.
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